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The US Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS). with Endangered Species Act 
jurisdiction over all lower 48 US grizzly bear populations, has attempted to develop 
innovative strategies to protect grizzly habitat. One of the first collaborative habitat 
conservation plans in this vein was the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation 
Agreement. This agreement was developed with a geographic information system based 
Linkage Zone Prediction model (cumulative effects) and is currently protecting habitat 
including linkage zones in the Swan Valley of western Montana. Now. the USFWS needs 
to assess whether its experimental conservation efforts are working in the Swan Valley . 
Many recent grizzly bear monitoring studies contribute valuable information to this 
endeavor. Some of these studies are reviewed, with discussion of their relevant 
techniques, successes and failures. This thesis supports an informed selection of a study 
methodology most capable of evaluating the linkage zones in the most statistically sound 
manner.
Three ideal questions that might collectively evaluate linkage zone effectiveness 
are framed by their strengths and limitations to demonstrate the multitude of challenges 
any study design will face in a real landscape. The combined results of five additional 
study objective questions should further improve the selection of the most suitable future 
study design for evaluating linkage zones. A two-part study is suggested to derive the 
value of both the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement in general, and the 
linkage zones that constitute the protective elements of that agreement. Twenty-year 
annual background sign surveys are encouraged, as well as three periods of combined 
intense global positioning telemetry and DNA based grids. 1 conclude with suggestions 
for the implementation of these methods in the near future.
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INTRODUCTION
Lower 48 grizzlv bears (Ursus arctos horribilis) aiid their habitat are currenth' 
protected by their ’ ‘threatened’ status under the Endangered Species Act (ESA). 
Grizzly bears suffer high mortality from man\' human related causes. Relying on 
research, managers have assumed that open roads, residences, timber extraction and 
recreation areas have had significant impacts on grizzly bear mortalitv^ (Mace & 
Manley 1993; McLellan & Shackleton 1989a, 1989b, 1988a, 1988b; M attson et al. 
1987; D ood et al. 1986). The US Code Annotated clearly states that, “Each Federal 
agency shall in consultation with and with the assistance o f the Secretary, insure that 
any action authorized, funded, or carried out bv such agency is not likely to 
jeopardize the continued existence o f any endangered species or result in the 
destruction or adverse modification o f habitat o f such species which is 
determ ined...to  be critical...’X16 U.S.C.A §1536(a)(2)). Furtherm ore, the 1993 
Grizzlv Bear Recoven' Plan required evaluation o f the potential for linkage zones 
(LZs) within and among the current recoveix' areas. This includes the N orthern 
Continental Divide Ecosystem (NCDE), where recoven' cannot be achieved w ithout 
occupancy in the Mission M ountains portion o f this ecosystem (USFWS 1993). 
Pursuant to this statuton ' directive and recot'en' plan, the L’S Fish and Wildlife 
Sendee (USFWS), with jurisdiction over all L"S grizzh’ populations, has attem pted
to develop innovati\'e strategies to protect grizzly bears from incidental takings. One 
o f the first collaborative habitat conservation plans in this effort was implemented in 
the low-elevation areas o f the upper Swan Valley in western M ontana through the 
implementation o f the Swan Valley Conservation Agreement and its LZs. Now, the 
USFWS needs to assess the value o f its grizzh^ bear consen^ation efforts in the Sw.m 
Valley.
This document supports an informed selection o f a stud\- protocol to 
prom ote statistically sound assessment o f grizzlv bear use o f the Swan Valley Grizzlv 
Bear Conservation Agreement (SVGBCA) LZs as part o f the USFWS Grizzlv Bear 
Recovery Program. It begins with a description o f the Swan Valiev. Next, some 
background describing the LZ concept is furnished. This is followed bv a thorough 
review o f all teclmiques currently available to m onitor grizzly bears. Then I supply a 
general description o f statistical considerations and model capabilities. After which,
I discuss three ideal questions, which when asked together could assess whether the 
LZs are working to prom ote healthv connecti\ it\' for two grizzlv bear sub­
populations. Eventually, I will apply this entire review to the Swan Valley case study 
area to derive the selection o f the most appropriate study methodologw 
Considerations described throughout this thesis w ill be boiled down to a series o f 
questions leading to the ultimate selection o f  a study design. The project concludes 
w ith management recommendations to promote the successful implementation o f a 
preferred methodology'.
CHAPTER I 
The Case Study, Swan Valley, Montana
It is hope that this case stud\' will accomplish two goals. First, I hope to 
supply an adequate description of the upper Swan \'alley and information that has 
been gathered describing its grizzly bears to guide the selection o f a m onitoring plan. 
Secondly, I would like this chapter to serve as a case stud\' that could be readih' used 
as a template for description o f other linlcage zones in other Rock}^ M oimtain vallews 
in the future. Hopefully, additional LZs will be implemented, connecting remnants 
o f once quite extant grizzly bear habitat in the lower 48 states.
The Swan Valley
The Swan Valley lies between ridges o f the Mission M ountains to the west 
and the Swan M ountains to the east, at latitude 47 N orth and longitude 114 West 
(F ig .l). Each o f these m ountain ranges houses a large percentage o f wilderness area. 
The Missions M oimtain Wilderness (MMW) ivms approximately 48 km. north to 
south and 12 km. east to west at its narrowest point. Directly to the west and south 
o f die MMW , lie the Salish-Kootenai Tribal Wilderness and Tribal Primitiye Areas, 
respectii ely. The western boimdaiv o f the Bob Marshall Wilderness complex 
(BMW) extends north to south along the entire length o f the western most ridge in 
the Swan M oimtain Range. Eleyation yaries substantially in the Swan \ ’'alley.
The highest peaks are at elevations greater than 3000 m above sea level. The vallet' 
floor was carved by the Pleistocene glaciers (A ldenl953) and is in the range o f 940- 
1450 m above sea level. The Swan Valley is characterized by a flat bottom  which 
transitions abruptly into steep mountains. The \ alley is extremely moist for the 
northern Roclcy Mountains due to its maritime climate. Average rainfall \ aries 
substantiallv in the valley. The center o f the vallev receives an average 70 cm. o f 
rainfall. The surrounding mountains receive approximatelv 150 cm. o f moisture, 
mostly precipitating in the form o f snow (Seiwheen 1983).
H um an occupation o f the 158,362 ha upper Swan and Clearwater Valley 
floor has remained fairlv sparse with approximately 550 developed sites (Sandstrom 
1996). The largest towns are Seeley Lake, Condon, and Swan Lake. The Swan 
Valley remains a rural vallev, under increasing development pressure. Abundant 
recreation opportunities and its proximity to Glacier National Park draw tourists 
during the active bear season. However, timber production remains the largest 
industr}'^ in the \'allev.
The Mission M ountains o f western M ontana house a small population o f 
grizzly bears, estimated at 16-25 adults in 1981 (Servheen 1981). These bears are 
somewhat isolated by the Swan Valley from the built o f the N C D E, which holds one 
o f  the two largest populations o f grizzlv bears in the conterminous 48 states. 
U nfbrtunateh', no recent data describing abundance or demographic rates o f the 
grizzly bears using the upper Swan Vallev (called upper Swan Vallev due to its closer
proximit\' to the headwaters o f the Swan River watershed than the South Fork 
Project study area, located further north) has been systematically collected. H ou  e\ cr, 
the USFWS has generated a voluntar}^-compliance management agreement to help 
protect a conservation area and LZs, which bv design include much o f the remaining 
high-qualit): grizzly habitat fragments in the upper Swan Valley.
The Linkage Zone Prediction Model
Reserve design is an emerging field o f conser\ation biolog\'. The application 
o f geographic information systems (GIS), and satellite imageiw has vasth' extended 
our abilities to analyze wildlife habitat. This technology has also sparked much 
discussion surrounding our abilities to properh' locate, and then conserve this vital 
wildlife habitat.
Developing LZs in a rural setting is more complicated than simply 
identifying critical habitat. The process is as much about people as it is about bears. 
Typically high-elevation areas remained protected because o f their difficulty" o f 
hum an access and harsh climate. That explains why LZs are now needed in the 
more fertile and temperate low-elevation areas. These are the same areas where 
people concentrate on the landscape to fulfill our own life histoiy needs. This 
conflict o f interest explains whv Sen heen and Sandstrom (1993) decided to model 
Cleanvater /  Swan \"alley LZs bv using the following four criteria: riparian habitat 
(spring food/ideal travel wavs), hiding cover availability, proximity to human
developments, and proximity to open road density. This was a departure from 
traditional efforts, which were based mainly on food availability' (Craighead et al. 
1982; Mealey 1977).
The SVGBCA Linkage Zone Prediction (LZP) model was an attem pt to 
include the main things bears need in low-elevation habitat ( earlv spring food and 
good cover for travel) and the main threats to their survival there (human 
developments and motorized access) (Sandstrom & Ser\Leen 1993). The goal, as 
the term  LZP implies, was to predict where grizzh' bears had the best chance o f 
survival in low elevation areas. The entire 1620 sq. Icm. vallev was broken into 
648,960 (50 x 50 meter) pixels. Then each pixel was assigned a ranking for each o f 
the four components. The riparian and cover components were ranked according to 
satellite and GIS la\'cr scores. The proximity to human developments and open 
roads was ranked on an inverted scale. All four values were summed to create a 
map ranking each pixel in the vallev with a value between 7 and 20. The areas with 
the highest scores have the most riparian habitat, most cover, furthest distance from 
human dwellings and furthest distance from open roads. Once the scoring map was 
generated, the best looldng areas were prioritized. Then the L'SFWS Grizzh' Bear 
Recovery Project attempted to encompass as much high-ranking habitat as possible 
into LZs stretching from the Mission M ountain Wilderness east across the \ allev to 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness.
An iterative process o f designing regulations for these LZs w as then 
conducted bv the Grizzh Bear Recoveiy Project (SenBeen pers.com.) The thrust o f 
the SVGBCA lies with restrictions in open road density and the timing and location 
o f  tim ber management activities. Several other restrictions worth noting are the 
prohibition o f logging professionals carrying firearms on the job, and some 
restrictions on firewood cutting. The point o f this voluntatA^ agreement was to a\^oid 
the incidental take o f grizzly bears. It was certainly not to permanentlv halt timber 
harvest and associated road construction, but rather to manage it in a manner that 
would reduce mortality and maintain grizzh' bear movement across the \ allev, 
especially during the two critical times o f the active grizzly bear season (April TJim e 
15 and September 1- Nov 15) (Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement 
1995, 1997). Note that Sandstom (1996) later refined the LZP model for the 
Clearwater /  Swan, using smaller pixels (30m) and a slightlv different GIS 
cumulative effects model.
The SVGBCA Linkage Zones
Four linkage zones extend east west across the Swan and Cleanvater Valley. 
They are protected by the SVGBCA, lettered alphabeticalh' from south to north  (A, 
B, C, and D) (Fig.2). A portion o f the southernm ost LZ, straddling the Swan 
/Clearwater divide, has been delineated but is not subject to the S \ GBCA, as it is 
outside the Swan Valley. The LZs w'ere designed b\' the L SFWS in a checker-
boarded valley-floor landscape with three major land owners in the \ alley: Plum 
Creek Timber Company L.P., the Forest Sen ice (Flathead National Forest), and the 
State o f M ontana (MX. DSL). The SVGBCA LZs collectivelv^ include 
approximately 976 sq. km., which is approximately 60% o f the Swan Valley land 
area. Each o f the SVGBCA LZs also contains wilderness in the western potion 
(except LZ  ‘D ’) and borders the BMW on its eastern boundaiw. Collecth'cly, 
wilderness constitutes approximately 30% o f the total L Z  area. The largest zone (A) 
borders the Clearwater/Swan divide and encompasses approximateh' 365 sq. km o f 
land. This miit also contains the largest percentage o f wilderness. The L Z  directly to 
the north (B) comprises the second largest protected portion o f the vallev with 
approximately 225 sq. km. The northernmost unit (D) is the next largest (200 sq. 
1cm.) and C is the smallest (186 sq. km).
Monitoring the SVGBCA Linkajje Zone Compliance 
Cooperative self-monitoring o f compliance is mandated imder Section 4 o f 
the SVGBCA. The Flathead National Forest has reported that 27% o f all bear 
management subunit area, including all partner ownerships, is above 1.0 mile per 
square mile road densit\\ and 40% o f aU subunit areas are above a total road densit\' 
o f 2.0 miles per square mile. As a result o f these road densities, at least one subunit 
(Porcupine-W oodward subunit) was out o f SVGBCA open-road-densit\" compliance 
in 1996, 1997 and 1999 (USDA, FS 1999).
D uring 1 9 9 7 ,1 mapped the motorized access in the three southernm ost 
SVGBCA LZs for Predator Conser\^ation Alliance (formerly called Predator Project) 
on behalf o f Swan View Coalition and Friends o f the Wild Swan. While this 
information is not complete w ithout including the northernm ost imit, it does 
describe the general on-the-ground condition o f motorized access during the 
siunmer o f 1997 We found that approximately 61% o f all road miles were behind a 
closure device o f one sort or another. However, 38% o f the road miles were scored 
as open, 13% as closed, and 49% were rated restricted. We obtained an a\ erage 
total road densitv o f 1.4 miles per square mile in the three LZs. When M M W  areas 
are removed from the calculations, (not standard IGBC core securit\' calculation 
protocol) average total road densitv in LZs becomes 2.17 miles per square mile. 
Perhaps the most im portant finding from the sun e\' conducted that summer is that 
60% o f all road miles were receiving vehicular use (40% High, 20% low ), regardless 
o f by whom. W hen we buffered these roads receiving use in 1997 bv the 
Interagency Grizzly Bear Committee recommended 0.5 km. buffer (IGBC 1994), 
we found that 31.4% o f total L Z ’s area was above the IGBC secure core area road 
density (Stockmann 1998 Unpub. Report). This m onitoring information points to 
the need to accurateh^ m onitor habitat as well as animals to malce a correlation 
between protective measures and grizzly bear use or abundance.
The final draft o f the S\^GBCA was dated Febmaiw 23, 1995 and was later 
amended on April 17, 1997. The voluntan' S\^GBCA restrictions are part o f an
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incidental takings mitigation plan and are also expensive for extractive corporations 
and state land managers under pressure to produce profits for shareholders and the 
M ontana School Trust. Stakeholders in habitat consers^ation plans need to Icnow 
whether their expensive voluntan' cooperation appears to be helping improv e this 
grizzly bear population’s viability^ Findings that LZs are reducing Mission M ountain 
grizzly bear mortalit}^ and isolation, would suggest improved viability o f this 
population. The question arises, how does a wildlife management agenc\\ such as 
the USFWS, select the best questions and methods to determine w hether grizzh' 
bears are benefiting from the Swan Vallev Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement and 
its linlcage zones?
Historical Status o f the Swan Valley Grizzly Bears
In order to malce an\' statements or e\ en pose anv questions regarding the 
Swan Valley grizzlv bears and the effect that habitat conservation measures have 
made, we first need a description o f the historical status o f this sub-population o f the 
larger N C D E population. Swan m ountain grizzh’ bears, farther northeast, were 
found to have average home range sizes only one-fifth o f the average o f those bears 
in the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (Mace & Waller 1997). E^ en still, local bears 
tend to have a large home range compared to the size o f the Swan Valley. Some 
move aroiuid the entire N orthern Continental Di\ ide Ecosystem (N CD E) w hich 
stretches from the Rattlesnake BML^ (north o f Missoula) north to the Canadian
Border, and from Kalispell east to Choteau on the M ontana Rock}' M ountain East 
Front (RM EF). Existing information and current research efforts are briefly 
described here, and in each o f the sections found in Chapter III, which re\ iew 
relevant techniques.
Grizzly bear telemetry studies began in the N CD E during the 1970 s 
following threatened species listing o f grizzly bears. Bears have been m onitored in 
smaller study areas to make studies affordable and logistically feasible. The Mission 
M ountain sub-population has been recognized as a somewhat isolated population 
since the early 1980’s, when Servheen (1983) first described that population in his 
Ph.D dissertation. These findings o f a small and semi-isolated population formed the 
basis for his later efforts with Sandstrom in 1993 and 1996 to model and implement 
the LZs that form the heart o f this case stud}'. Aune and Kasworm (1989, 1986) 
reported on grizzlv bears o f the RMEF portion o f the NCDE. Recent N CD E work 
has included stud}' o f the Glacier National Park and N orth Fork o f the Flathead 
populations b}' Kendall, and Kehoe. It is noteworthy that Kehoe (1995) attem pted 
to test die Linkage Zone Protection model used in the primarilv Forest Service lands 
o f the N orth  Fork o f the Flathead River, M ontana /  British Columbia, Canada. 
A lthough her stud}' w as telemetrv-based, it has been generallv criticized because o f 
its small sample size. Mace, Waller, and man\' others working for the South Fork 
Project hat e extensivelv studied grizzlv bears in the northern Swan M ountains 
recently (Mace 8c Waller 1997). D uring the fall o f 1997, thev released an extremeR
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valuable reference, useful for designing Swan \'alley L Z  c\ aluarion, called the ""Final 
Report: Grizzlv Bear Ecology' in the Swan Mountains, M ontana.” This volume 
contains extensive findings o f this impressive research team. Included is both a 
description o f Swan M ountain grizzR bear ecologyy habitat analyses, and population 
demographics (Mace & Waller 1997).
Perhaps most relevant to the grizzly bears o f the upper Swan \^allev, where 
the bulk o f LZs exist on the landscape, is the on-going (informal) Swan Willev 
grizzly bear mapping project o f NorthW est Connections (NW C), a non-profit 
foimded in 1996. They have conducted unpublished track, sighting, mb-tree and 
baited remote camera studies during the past three vcars. The information die\' are 
collecting is currently helping provide a feedback mechanism useful for adaptive 
management, which is specifically included in the S\ GBCA. The efficiencv o f these 
and other various techniques currently being used to m onitor grizzh" bears will be 
reviewed below.
CHAPTER II 
The Linlcage Zone Concept
Corridors have become an extremely hot topic in consen^ation biolog}' in the 
last few years (Beier & Noss 1998; Rosenberg et al. 1997; Simberloff et al. 1992; 
Saunders & H obbs 1991; Saunders ScMargules 1991; Simberloff & Cox 1987).
The value that protected habitat corridors provide for various animals is 
continuously debated. Ultimatelv, there can be no overarching statement made 
regarding the value o f corridors for all species or even a single species, like the grizzh' 
bear. The best we can do is to ask questions regarding the conseiwation benefits that 
appear to accrue to grizzlv bears from specific corridor protections. If  we begin to 
develop a bodt' o f cx idence describing the effects that \ arious conseiwation corridors 
have on grizzly bears we may eventuallx' be able to make more informed statements 
regarding the overall value o f these emerging management tools. As wildlife 
managers, we should avoid reiving too heaxily on corridors and other efforts at 
providing connectivitx’ as a form o f mitigation for excessive land development, 
especialh' prior to anv conclusive studies that ex'aluate the effectix eness o f these 
corridors.
Linkage zones are designed to protect habitat needed to support xx ildlife for 
periods longer than that needed for dispersal alone (Serx heen 8c Sandstrom 1993). 
Therefore, thex' serx e bears as improx^ed habitat, not only as corridors. Thex' can
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improve exchange between local populations but also “facilitate movement o f an 
individual within its home range,” (Rosenberg et al. 1997). The objectiv e o f a LZP 
is to identify land that will facilitate inhabitation as well as movement. M aintaining 
this secure habitat should then promote both natural foraging and dispersal 
behavior. These linkage zones are high quality habitat areas between a potentially 
insular population (Mission M ountain) and another healthier population (remainder 
o f N C D E ), allowing the possibility o f movement and enhanced genetic interchange.
Positive Impacts for Bears
Probability o f Extinction 
Several techniques have arisen lateh' to estimate the viability o f a population. 
These techniques obviouslv relv on the accepted definition o f a population. W hether 
using a population viability anah sis, a minimum viable population model, or a 
habitat viability' analysis, incorporating conservation measures intended to maintain 
or restore connectivit\- between two or more populations (called a m etapopulation) 
into your model, will likelv decrease the probabilirs^ o f extinction. At least in theory, 
increased connecth ity should provide several benefits to any population (Merriaiu 
1991; Simberloff & Cox 1987). The so-called "rescue effects’ (Brown & Kodric- 
Brown 1977) will accrue to the population as new individuals disperse into areas 
where residents have extremelv low densirv' and genetic bottlenecks (Mills 8c 
A llendorf 1996). Enhanced connecti\itv should allow dispersing grizzly bears to
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recolonize suitable habitat if the resident population is depleted, maintaining the 
natural densitA  ̂o f the area and injecting new genetic material into the local gene 
pool.
Genetic Variation - Inbreedinjj Depression 
A lthough it has not been a major concern in consenting small grizzh’ bear 
populations to date (Servheen, pers.com.), rapidh’ declining grizzly bear populations 
may be vulnerable to inbreeding depression (Allendorf et al. 1991). Inbreeding 
depression can cause animals to have few er distinct alleles at each locus (decreased 
heterozygosity), increasing the expression o f deleterious recessiw genes (Lacy 1997). 
The breeding o f close relatives causes a reduction in fitness detected through, '"higher 
mortalit\t, lower fecundity, reduced mating ability, slower growth, developmental 
instability, more frequent developmental defects, greater susceptibilit\- to disease, 
lowered ability- to withstand stress, and reduced intra and inter-specific com petitiw  
ability (Allendorf & LeaiT 1986; Danvin 1868, 1876; Falconer 1989; Ledig 1986; 
Lerner 1954; Ralls et al. 1988, and W right 1977)” (Lacv 1997). Genetic \^ariation is 
a measurement o f two features in a population, die amount o f heterozygosity and 
polymorphism. W ith the implementation o f successful linkage, heterozygositi- in an 
isolated population should be increased for two intertwined reasons. First, due to 
added habitat security and low^er mortality" rates, the size o f the overall population 
and therefore effectix e population should increase (Simberloff 8c Cox 1987).
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Secondly for the same reasons, the genetic drift, or non-random mating that occurs 
in small populations with few potential mating partners (Mills 8c Tallmon 1999) 
should be alleviated to some extent. Future matings should involve new alleles that 
will improve both the isolated population’s and each indiv idual’s heterozvgositv. 
Polymorphism will be affected only if the bears in the now more connected 
remainder o f N C D E have different alleles at certain loci.
Crowdiiiri o f the Hnbitnt Remnants and the Fcnee Ejfeet 
Any investigation into the value o f changes in habitat should contemplate 
crowding o f habitat remnants and the Fence effect. Crowding o f habitat remnants 
refers to home range adjustments that animals make bv moving to the onlv areas o f 
suitable habitat following habitat modification. When these changes are made 
animals will all tiw to occupy the remaining refuge areas for reasons o f food 
availability and securitv (Lovejov: In: Soule 1986). W hen LZs are implemented on 
a landscape they can change the apparent food availability and securitv' o f an entire 
area. I f  LZs mitigate neighboring sacrifice zones, the crowding could be particularly 
pronounced. W hen evaluating grizzlv bear LZs it is im portant to remember grizzly 
bear life history, where mothers teach their cubs feeding locations and strategies for 
their first two years. This matriarchal teaching mav generate a confusing lag. I f  
subadults learn to use certain habitat tv'pes, which are onlv available in a limited 
secure area, when dispersal ensues we mav' find higher than average mortalitv rates
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for these dispersers. This Fence effect” is noted w hen offspring from the animals 
crowding habitat remnants can not disperse normalh' due to a hostile surroimding 
matrix (Krebs 1996). These effects can distort any evaluation o f LZs and 
deciphering this effect mav be further complicated bv normally elevated le\'cls o f 
mortalin^ for dispersers versus non-dispersers (Swingland & Greenw ood 1983). The 
rotational design o f harvesting subunits in the SVGBCA mav also confuse any 
analysis o f this effect. In general we would expect the crowding o f habitat remnants 
and the Fence effect to temporarily inflate the abundance o f grizzh" bears in LZs. 
Eventually we should expect to see the t)"pical effects o f density" dependence 
operating in the LZs. We might observe an increase in mortalitv, a decrease in 
reproductive rates, etc. (Alcçakaya et al. 1997).
Negative Impacts for Bears
Several biologists have argued that implementing corridors may actually 
reduce a population’s ability to sunh\ e, or at least ha\ e negative impacts. These 
impacts can be separated into genetic and em ironmental consequences. Increased 
genetic connectivit\" ma\" suppress natural le\"els o f genetic drift and this suppression 
is know n as outbreeding (Leberg 1990; Templeton 1986).
Another potential negativ e side effect o f implementing LZs, increasing 
connectivity, is their ability to facilitate an\" negati\ e impacts o f environmental 
stochasticity. W hether considering introduced species, weed invasions (Panetta &
Hopkins 1991), contagious diseases (Wilson et al 1994; Hess 1994), the spread o f 
fire, or increased inter-specific predation, L Z  implementation has the potential to 
increase negative consequences from added connecti\ltv to other areas (Simberloff & 
Cox 1987). It is noteworthy that 'no study has \^et demonstrated negati\'e impacts 
from conservation corridors,” (Beier & Noss 1998).
Ecological Traps
LZs may become attractive sanctuaries for grizzlv bears if extractiv e or 
development disturbance proceeds quickly in neighboring areas. It is possible that 
because o f this concentration, people or other predators will now have an easier time 
locating and disturbing or even lolling grizzlv bears in this area which is now more 
appealing to bears. The greatest threat might be from increasing road use on the few 
open roads in a LZ. Also, if bears come to rch’ on the habitat protections in place 
LUider a conservation plan, and these protections are reduced or removed (as with 
the rotational design), then the bears mav face an greater mortalitv^ risk than 
originally existed.
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Negative Behavioral Responses 
Ecological experiments always involve a risk o f unforseen consequences. Bear 
behavior is highlv unpredictable. For example, the increased connecthity LZs 
provide may help extend the home range o f a dominant male, actually reducing the 
effective population size in a newlv connected population. Likewise, increasing bear 
mobility may lead to more bears encountering one another. The amount o f 
aggressive behavior mav increase following linkage zone implementation, leading to 
additional intra-specific predation in limited cases. It is im portant to remind 
ourselves that we can do as much harm as good w ithout exercising caution and 
holistic planning.
CHAPTER III
A Review of Available Grizzly Bear Monitoring Data Collection Techniques
W hat follows are descriptions o f available data collection techniques used bv 
bear-biologists around the world to obtain population abundance estimates, presence 
/  absence information, demographic rates and trends o f wild grizzly bear 
populations. The methods are organized in this section bv their level o f 
intrusiveness to bears flowing from most to least dismptive. They are also 
characterized by their dependence on assumptions, costs o f execution, and some o f 
the statistical considerations. Table I provides pros and cons o f each o f the methods 
found here for a quick comparison o f each o f tlaese characteristics. Some com puter 
software packages used in conjunction with these methods are also presented. Man\' 
o f these methodologies persist in bear biolog\ todav and recent studies continue to 
generate advances in considerations and limitations. It is im portant to note that these 
descriptions are developing quicklt" with the most current findings surrounding these 
techniques arriving m onthly in journals and technical reports in the N orthern Roclw 
M ountains and other grizzh' bear habitat areas around the world.
Intrusive Study Designs
Intrusive study designs include all methods that involve the capture and handling o f 
bears. Some major benefits o f these techniques are continuous m onitoring 
opporttmitics, providing information that allows home range estimation
and can test assumptions o f population closure. Radio telemetiy also supports 
estimation o f age-specific survival and reproduction rates. When used in a matrix 
model these rates can yield an estimate o f the finite rate o f population increase. 
Furtherm ore, several quantitative analysis techniques, including Isensitivity analysis,' 
can be used to quantify the relative proportional importance o f the survival and 
reproductive rate estimates as factors influencing population finite rate o f growtla. 
A lthough telemetiy techniques are not exclusively used for this anabasis the\’ have 
been used in the past (Hovey ScMcLellan 1996). This information mav he useful in 
providing focus for future studies.
Each technique introduces some sampling bias. Therefore, any design that 
uses more than one recapture technique reduces bias inherent in any given m ethod 
o f capture alone (Harris 1986). But the question remains whether this simply alters, 
compounds, or reduces overall bias.
Intrusive methods can be further divided into methods that invoh e removal 
and those that do not. Miller and Ballard (1982) used a removal technique in 
interior Alaska to estimate brown bear density. By removing all captured bears from 
the study area they obtained a quick minimum abundance estimate. Then bv 
estimating the size o f the study area relative to bear home range estimates, they were 
able to calculate a density estimate. Given the Endangered Species Act protections 
afforded grizzlies in the lower 48 states, this removal technique would onlv be 
feasible for problem bears and not a systematic study design. H ow e\ er, this m ethod
does provide quick and relativeh' inexpensiv e densin" estimates in areas with 
predicted high densities, no threats o f local extirpation and a need to assess habitat 
value to bears for conservation purposes (Miller & Ballard 1982). Non-removal 
methods rely on a marking device and introduce potential problems o f changing 
monitored-bear behavior from that o f the average member o f its population.
Scents Used to Attract Bears 
Scent stations are now ffequentlv used to attract bears. Thev are used to lure 
bears for trapping, or to obtain photographs, DN A  samples, and tracks. It is 
commonly reported that scent lures show diminishing visitation, as described bv 
Mace et al. (1994), “We believe that both marked and unmarked grizzly bears were 
confronted with a novel technique during earlv photo sessions, but interest 
diminished as more sessions were conducted. We believe that a long-term program 
to estimate population size would benefit by presenting bears with a variety o f 
attractants.” This varietv mav include real baits (such as road-killed elk carcass, dead 
horses, livestock blood, etc.) or simply scent packages. The scents often used are fish 
and chicken, synthetic fermented eggs, putrid fish, pheromone, and estrus grizzly 
bear urine (Ball 1980). Some biologists have even gone so far as to tiw and patent 
scent lure recipes. In one novel approach to prolong exposure to cameras, some 
researchers nailed cans o f sardines to the trees or spread dry dog food below the baits 
to help keep the bears within the field o f view longer (Ball 1980).
One consideration, especially im portant in the early and late portions o f 
grizzly bear active season at high elevation, is that cool temperatures may reduce the 
potency o f any scent lure (Ball 1980). Natural or background food availability is 
another major source o f  variability in bait attractiveness. Attractiveness likeN varies 
both spatially and temporally. These factors all affect assumptions o f trap exposure. 
Ball (1980) found it difficult to prevent bears from removing certain baits. This also 
leads to problems in study execution based on a certain grid o f attractants with a 
given level o f trap exposure to bears. Ball (1980) found that by placing concentrated 
scents in sealed containers, bears where no longer able to disturb and consume the 
attractants. And finally he and others have suggested that pre-baiting also helps 
improve the rate o f detection during a study (Ball 1980; Mace et al. 1994).
Problems o f trap exposure heterogeneit\' can be invoked by several o f these factors, 
w ith some beyond the control o f the researcher. It is therefore critical to 
aclcnowledge these sources for variation across a grid when reporting ‘capture’ 
results.
Mnrkiufj Options
Several techniques have been used to mark bears for relocation in intrusiv e 
mark-recapture studies. The most obvious device is a radio transm itter m ost often 
for a bear this is a collar. Collars have become much less cumbersome in recent 
vears. And while the\' are a burden to bears, the\' are now designed to breakaway'
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after set time periods o f time. The USFWS Grizzly Bear Recoven Project is 
currently trying collars equipped w ith a global positioning system (described below). 
Ear tags are commonly used to assist in photographic detection and are foimd to 
work very well, except when used in combination with flagging (Woods et al.
1997). The ear tags appear to uphold the assumption that no marks are lost during 
a study (Mace et al. 1994). Tattoos are often used for permanent identification.
M ore recently, less visible techniques such as biomarkers have been used. In these 
cases, bears are injected with Icnown chemicals (e.g., tetracycline hydrochloride) to 
allow future cementum, skeletal and fecal identification (Garshelis & \hsser 1997).
To mv Icnowledge no investigation has been conducted into the feasibilit\' o f using 
topical marldngs (identifiable with ultra-violet or infrared technolog\d to assist in 
photographic detection, although this might become a useful marldng technique.
The largest concern invok ing capture is capture mortality. Mark-based 
capture mark recapture methodologies also have the potential to reduce bear survival 
and reproductive rates, directly reducing the population finite rate o f growth. 
Marldng grizzh^ bears should be done carefulh^ as these animals embody ideals o f 
wilderness and healthy ecosystems to forest residents and \lsitors. M arking these 
animals runs the risk o f dissolving public support for conseiwation.
Radio Telemetry Techniques
Radio telem etn' techniques are the most commonly used intrusit^e method 
for sampling grizzly bears. While they are capable o f providing a wealth o f 
information describing grizzlv bear movements, the}' introduce some risk o f injuiy. 
Pease and M attson (1999) state that they loiow o f no evidence supporting the 
idea that trapping bears causes them to become human conditioned. Rather, the 
available evidence suggests that soon after a bear becomes htmian-conditioned it 
does something to precipitate a management response.” The combination o f human 
conditioning and capture stress likelv explains an\' reluctance that sev eral Mission 
M ountain land management entities might ha\ e to using radio-telemetn’ collars on 
bears.
Theoreticall}', radio-tracldng information can no\t' be combined with high- 
spatial-resolution remote sensing data to evaluate habitat use. This combination has 
been used to examine habitat selection b}' brown bears in Alaska b}' Craighead 
(1998), who suggested this as the best m ethod to prioritize bear habitat 
conservation efforts.
Slow data accumulation is one major drawback o f collecting su n ft al and 
reproducti\ e data on grizzly bear populations b\’ radio-telemetr}' (Eberhardt et al. 
1994). It ma}' be that bv the time data has been collected and analyzed it no longer 
applies. The short-term use o f telemetiw should probablv be restricted to home range 
estimation, testing population closure asstmiptions, and compositional anah sis using
few habitat classes (e.g., time spent inside versus outside linkage zones). Changes in 
habitat security from humans may change, especially given the marked increase in 
hum an recreational access to key grizzly habitat. For example, rapid expansion in off 
highway vehicle (O H V ) use on spring habitat trails, not covered by SVGBCA open 
road density standards, could possible alter survival and reproductiv e rates quicldy. 
Discerning process variation and an actual trend in vital rate response to this 
hypothetical intensification o f O H V  use would require extensive and long-term 
telemetry data during the period o f intensification. A long time lag in obtaining 
results may not portray short-term changes in food availability, under the effects o f 
global climate change. For example, changes in protein availabilitv, such as the 
reduction in the whitebark pine {Finns albicalus) seed crop traditionally which 
provided much o f the fall protein requirements for several Roclw M ountain grizzly 
bear populations, can happen quicldy with changes in response to climatic changes. 
A lthough W hitebark pine has not been a major grizzlv food source in the Swan 
Valley for more than 30 years (Seiwheen pers.com.), NorthW est Connections is 
currently involved in collecting information on the W hitebark pine distribution and 
seed production declines in higher elevations o f the Swan Valiev.
Aj]cnt Specific Mortalit\> Rates Usinjj Telemetry 
Given that humans and our associated activities are likely the most com m on 
source o f  bear mortality (Pease & M attson 1999), Heisey’s and Fulleks (1985)
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.suggestion that radio-telemetrs^ techniques provide an additional opportunity' to 
discern the importance o f individual cause specific mortality^ factors seems especially 
valuable. If  we have continuous m onitoring o f tagged bears, once a signal either 
stops or ceases movement for a determined period o f time, researchers can locate the 
device and assess the mortality cause. For instance, this mav allow us to discover 
whether most bears die because thev are being pursued into roadways or shot. This 
option will be extremely exciting to members o f the ''declining population 
paradigm,” (Caughley 1994). This paradigm describes a body o f wildlife biologists 
who focus on isolating and quicldv eliminating the most severe threats to bear 
survival to arrest the principal cause o f a population decline. When agent-specific 
mortality findings can be identified, human-caused mortality can then likely be 
reduced. For example, in the Swan Mountains, Mace and Waller (1997) found that 
human hunting related deaths were the leading mortality^ cause for both adult males 
and subadult females, while natural and unlmown causes were the leading causes o f 
m ortalitt' for adult females and cubs. It is noteworthy that this elevated hum an 
caused hunting mortality' o f subadult females is believed to have had the greatest 
impact on the overall finite rate o f growth o f this study population (Mace & Waller 
1997).
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Estinintiiiri Siurivnl Rates Usinrj TclcnicUy 
Perhaps the most difficult bear parameter to estimate is suniwil. The long 
20-vear average life span o f a grizzlv bear and their high sundval rates together 
present a challenge to all traditional (short-term) studies (Harris 1986). Pollock et 
al. (1989) found that survival estimation from telemetiy typicallv invoh es error due 
to its reliance on the assumption that each sur\l\ al event is independent and has a 
constant probability over all animals and all periods (Bart & Robson 1982; Trent 8c 
Rognstad 1974). The\' assert that both o f these assiuuptions are often unrealistic and 
restrictive due to spatial and temporal variability in exposure to mortality risks. For 
example, cub mortality associated w ith the death o f their m other could lead to a lack 
o f independence in individual mortalities (Pollock et al. 1989). Violation o f this 
assumption prevents accurate estimates o f sur\i\ al and ma\- underestimate variability 
o f these estimates for entire populations (Pollock et al. 1989). They also recognize 
the problem that earn ing  a collar or other relocator can pose, and admit that it is 
diminishing as technological advances are reducing the burden these devices create 
for animals. They malce another significant suggestion pertaining to the management 
o f data involving censored animals (animals lost to direct predation, dead batteries, 
expired collar, or emigration) which are often assumed to be dead. Assuming either 
o f the two extremes for all censored animals, either they are all dying or all su n l\ln g , 
can create upper and lower bounds o f suiwi\ al estimates.
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Yet another problem plagues topical sur\ival estimates from telemetn- studies. 
The statistical poth er is alway s diminishing as the saiuple size is reduced from each 
death. As Pollock et al. (1989) explain, ‘T\'pically we assume r, (the num ber o f 
animals at risk at time j) is decreasing due to deaths and censoring but there is no 
reason it has to be. New animals will only be considered in those product terms 
where they are at risk. The formula for the \ ariance o f sunaval(t) also allows for new' 
animals to enter during the stud\'. Any newh' tagged animals are assumed to ha\ e 
the same suryiyal function as the previoush' tagged animals.’' This new' design builds 
upon advice giyen earlier by Heisey and Fuller (1985) who suggested that the 
variance and sample size are related in a nearlv linear fashion; as the population is 
halved the variances doubles. This new/ design opportunit\' should improve estimates 
by reducing their variance through the use o f additional samples.
A final consideration for telemetr\/-suiwi\'al stud\' design is the span o f interest 
for evaluating suiwi\ al, w'hich must be divided into intercwls w ith daih' suiwival and 
agent-specific mortalit\' rates remaining constant for all indi\ iduals w ithin each class 
being used (e.g., age). Sample bias wiU increase with the length o f the inteiwal and 
with decreasing daily suiwival rates. The independence \ iolation arises w'henever 
appoitioning agent-specific mortalitv rates, and is illustrated by se\ eral authors 
(Heistw' Sc Fuller 1985; Bart & Robson 1982; and Trent Sc Rongstad 1974). This is 
because daily suiw ival is actuaUt' a fimction o f sun/i\ al on a gi\ en dav as well as 
SLin'it'al up to that day, w ith var)/ing amounts o f exposure to each agent. This
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function therefore lacks daily independence. This will introduce a bias in the agent 
mortality data.
This realization led Pollock et al. (1989) to extend the staggered entiy design 
to a commonly used sunival estimator (the Kaplan-Meier procedure ). I f  one is 
trying to estimate survival rates or cause specific mortalit\' then adding additional 
bears can maintain our statistical power. However, a sample from a small 
population size such as that obtainable by sampling the Mission Mouiatains/Swan 
Valley (15-40) will be too small for this estimator (Kaplan-Meier / staggered 
design). In their analysis, Pollock et al. (1989) found that ideally at least 40-50 
bears should be collared at all times with precision suffering substantialh' unless the 
num ber is greater than 20 (Pollock et al. 1989). It is im portant to remember that if 
this estimator is chosen, then we must assume that newlv tagged bears would ha\ c 
the same survival function as previoush' tagged bears. This is \ et another 
assumption that ma\' be difficult to support given that we would likeh' be adding 
younger or warier bears later to a studs'.
Mace and Waller (1997) estimated suiwival rates for each class o f grizzly bear 
in the Swan Mountains. These rates were developed bs' using telemetr)^ data ( and 
attendant young with adult females ) obtained from class samples ranging from 11 to 
28 indis'iduals each, for a period o f ten vears. Mean Swan M ountain grizzh' bear 
suiwival rate estimates (95% Cl) ranged from a low' o f 0.77 for cubs to 0.90 for 
s earlings. These estimates included total ranges o f variation from 0.362 (0.638
1.00) for subadult males to 0.153 (0.826 -  0.979) for adult females. These levels o f 
variation correlate well w ith the total number o f bear years obsen^ed for each class 
(Mace & Waller 1997).
Estimating Reproductm Rates Using Telemetiy 
Several parameters must be estimated to yield reproducti\ e rate estimates.
Age o f first parturition, interbirth interval, age o f sexual senescence, mean litter size 
and the offspring gender ratio all influence reproductiv e rates. Typicallv telem etn' 
and observations can be combined to develop estimates for these parameters. It is 
critical to make an assumption regarding the ratio o f female cubs if estimates o f 
population finite rate o f growths use reproductive rates. This ratio is often assumed 
to be 50% female (e.g. Hovev ScMcLellan 1996; and Eberhardt et al. 1994). 
However, demographic stochasticity tends to prevent this from happening in small 
populations, especially in the short-term. In fact, Mace & Waller (1997) report a 
Swan M ountain grizzly bear population sex ratio distribution o f four females to each 
male, w ith female cubs constituting 64% o f those born in that studv' area. Tvpically, 
onlv females bears are used to estimate overall bear reproductive rates ( Pease & 
M attson 1998; Caswell, 1989), and in general they have smaller home ranges and 
lower rates o f detection than males. This can increase the num ber o f bears that you 
need to capture to secure a large enough sample of females from a grizzly 
population. How ev er, this skewed sex distribution in the Swan mav facilitate
obtaining sufficient a sample size to estimate these reproductive rates with some 
confidence.
Nearby Swan M ountain bear reproduction estimates were calculated by Mace 
and Waller (1997), during their intensive studies o f that population. Mean litter size 
was found to be 1.64 cubs/litter with a standard error for that eight-vear estimate o f 
plus or minus 0.12 cubs/litter. A cub sex ratio o f 64% female was reported from a 
more limited sample (n = 9  radio-collared females reproducing litters). N o significant 
difference in litter size was found among the \urious age classes o f reproducing 
females. Age o f first parturition ranged from four to eight with a mean o f six \ ears 
(n = 6). A mean inter-birth inteiwal o f three vears, with a range o f two to four vears 
was also documented for Swan M ountain bears. This information comes from six 
complete intervals for five individual females (Mace & Waller 1997).
Compositional Analysis o f Habitat Usinpj Radio Trackinjj
Another concept, which has suffered from frequent study design flaws, is the 
use o f radio tracking data to conduct compositional analysis o f habitat use 
(Aebischer et al. 1993). Unfortimatelv, as Aebischer et al. ( 1993) point out, all 
awiilable techniques contain at least one o f four shortcomings affecting the \'alidity 
o f  the anah sis, often at the statistical level. The first problem is an inappropriate 
le\ el o f sampling and or sample size to conduct the anah sis. The sampling may be 
seriallv correlated because bear locations are dependent on previous locations. The\'
never have completelv equal access to all habitat types, confusing analyses o f their 
use. This mav be especiallv pronounced gh en the ele\ ation movements described by 
Servheen (1983) for Mission M ountain grizzlv bears. Often assumptions are made 
that bears have equal catchabilitjy and do not exhibit individual preferences or trap 
responses. I f  bears, in fact, do differ and the data is pooled across the population 
this “inflates the apparent number o f degrees o f freedom, rendering statistical tests 
over sensitive (increase in type I error)” (Aebischer et al. 1993). This creates a bias 
towards rendering a habitat type preferred, w^hen it is actuallv not preferred. 
Hypotheses must be tested at the grizzlv bear le\ el, “(grizzlv) habitat use is 
estimated either bv the proportion o f radio locations within each habitat or bv the 
proportion o f home range area (evaluated from the radio-locations occupied b\' each 
habitat)” (Aebischer et al. 1993).
The second problem arises from the confusion o f avoidance and preference o f 
habitat. It is impossible to identify whether a bear is positioning itself for either o f 
the two reasons just mentioned. Therefore, habitat preference studies can hardly 
avoid the non-independence o f proportions (Bvers et al. 1984; Neu et al. 1974). In 
the Swan Valley, where human de\ elopment densitv is low but \ eiy spread out and 
road density' is high in the low-elevation habitat, discerning avoidance from 
preference during spring and fall seasons o f intense use will be extremeh’ difficult. 
D eparture from random use is the ideal test for violation o f this non-independence.
The third problem usually incurred is the \ ariable habitat use o f animals in 
different sex and age classes. Testing for this bv using radio transmitter data again 
mns into problems o f non-independence. W hat is needed is a method analogous to 
AN OVA, in which the sample size is the number o f animals in each group and in 
which between-group differences are tested bv references to within-group between 
animal variation,” (Aebischer et al. 1993). The small number o f grizzlies in each 
class using the Swan Valley will reduce a researcher s ability to acquire helpful 
sample sizes o f individual class bears in each o f the habitat t\pes found in the \ allev. 
A recent black bear {Ursus nnicricnnus) telemetry study bv Gold (1997) encountered 
this exact problem when attempting a seasonal compositional anah sis. Therefore, 
either bear classes or habitat classes will likeh' need to be combined to deriv e 
estimates o f preference.
The final problem that most studies appear to encotmter is the definition o f a 
study area (Aebischer et al. 1993). Veiy few areas in the N orthern Rocky M ountains 
have harsh natural boundaries v  here habitat value drops precipitoush'. Specific 
Swan Valle\' grizzlv bear home ranges are not currenth' known. Aiw exercise 
defining stud\' area boundaries must contain considerations for multiple levels o f 
selection by grizzlv bears. Does habitat selection invoh e cover, foraging, mating, 
etc.> O r does it include only those factors modeled to develop the LZs bv the 
L^SFWS (cover, road densit\', human developments and riparian x'egetation). Arc 
otiter factors at plav? O r is only one o f these factors dictating behavior and habitat
selection. These questions about the grizzlies using the upper Swan \'alley make 
delineating a study area extremely difficult. Also, Tf sampling is representativ e and 
sufficiently frequent to record little used habitat t}^pes, then the proportion o f radio 
locations in habitat types estimates the proportion o f the trajecton^ in each habitat. 
M ore frequent sampling, more closely approximates the underlying trajectoiy, thus 
providing more precise estimates o f proportional habitat use, even though it also 
increases serial correlation” (Aebischer et al. 1993). The increased frequencv and 
spatial precision o f global positioning svstem (GPS) relocation mav improve our 
ability to perform compositional analysis.
Several compositional studies were executed bv Mace and Waller ( 1997) by 
using their radio-telemetry data set. They investigated elevational selection, home 
range selection, and the apparent impacts o f roads, cutting tmits and cover classes on 
bear habitat selection. In general all Swan Moiuitain grizzlv bears used avalanche 
cutes and slabrock more than other cover t\'^pes during each season. Swan grizzlies 
had their highest densit)^ in areas with no roads (0 mi/sq. mi. open road density). 
They display diminishing selection for areas with increasing open road density. 
Grizzh^ bears were found to have no preference or avoidance for specific cutting unit 
types. All studies were restricted bv small sample sizes (maximum n = 18 bears). 
This Swan M ountain Studv, even with a larger sample size than the total num ber o f 
bears potentially coUarable in the upper swan, had sample sizes for various road
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density, co\ cr and cutting unit classes which were often too small to draw powerful 
statistical inference (Mace and Waller 1997).
Estimating Spatial and Temporal Interaction o f Male and Female Grizzh Bears
Usinjj Radio Telemetiy 
In a recent study, Mace and Waller (1997) attempted to articulate the spatial 
and temporal interactions o f male and female grizzh' bears in the Swan Motmtains. 
They modeled intra-specific interactions based on time, space, and habitat use, using 
telemetry locations to calculate annual home ranges for all collared indi\ iduals. The 
degree o f  home range overlap was estimated for the various age and sex classes to 
ascertain levels o f interaction (Mace & Waller 1997). Similar studies have been 
conducted by Wielgus and Bimnell in Canada, attempting to quantify seasonal and 
gender related grizzly bear interactions (Wielgus and Bunnell 1995, 1994). Spatial 
interaction studies mav be an acceptable prox}^ for ts pical abundance and 
compositional anah sis studies w'hen es^aluating the success o f linkage zones at 
prom oting connecti\'ity o f the somew hat isolated subpopulations, such as those 
spending time in the Swan Valiev.
Translocation Opportunities for Monitorinfi Bears 
Problem NCDE grizzlv bears are typicallv translocated to the South Fork, 
Middle Fork and N orth Fork areas o f the Flathead River. On a few occasions in the
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past the\' ha\'c been translocated to the Mission M ountains (Sen^hecn, pers.com.). It 
should be noted that while translocated bears present an obvious opportunity' to 
m onitor (collar) bears, these bears rarely represent the remainder o f the population. 
W oods et al. (1997) found adult female grizzlv bears had average aggregate home 
ranges 730% larger than non-translocated female grizzlv bears. W ith that said, 
problem bears being translocated should be monitored to assess both their future 
proximity to humans and their surtdval in new habitat. The surthval rates data will 
guide evaluation o f receptacle habitat areas.
Operational Considerations 
“The time needed after marking for adjustment to a transmitter package, 
physical recovery from capture, stress, or injuiT, or resumption o f normal social 
bonds (especially for young) often is, but should not be, included in sur\h\ al 
calculations,"” (Heisey & Fuller 1985). The ability to identify causes o f death m ust 
also be considered when determining how frequently relocations should be 
performed (Heisey & Fuller 1985). For bears, they likelv need 2 days to recover and 
their deaths should be investigated as soon as their average daily movement (ADM) 
falls to 0 for 2 consecutive da vs.
Ground- Automobiles and Detection Tower
A distinction must be made between using fixed locations and mobile 
locators as the receivers o f radio telemetr}^ Using mobile sources such as aircraft or 
automobiles increases the error potential for locations but also increases the 
researcher s mobility in a large study area. Using fixed, suiwe\'ed points can lead to 
less error and better readings. However, Lee et al. (1985) describe how c\ cn 
though radio telemetry bearings from free-ranging animals are discrete thev are still 
only estimates (Springer 1979). A lack o f this acknowledgement often leads 
researchers to preclude appropriate accurac\- testing o f their techniques from their 
study designs. (H upp and Ratti 1983; Springer 1979). Lee et al. succinctly defined 
accuracy, error, precision and bias for telemetiw studies below:
"'Accurac)’ o f bearings estimated using radio telemetrx^ is a measure o f discrepancy 
between true bearings and estimated bearings and has two components: error and 
precision. E rror (c) is the difference between the true bearing (9) and the estimated 
bearing 6 hat defined as Cjj = 0i 6(hat)ij for each bearing i and replicate j. An error 
o f  a consistent nature is termed bias and is the average difference between estimated 
bearing and true bearing. Precision is the repeatability' or amount o f variation o f 
estimated bearings. The placement o f confidence limits on bearings to form error 
arcs (Springer 1979) flows from a researchers estimate o f precision. Intersection o f
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two error arcs delineates a confidence area termed an "error polygon" by (Heezen & 
Tester (1967). Size and shape o f an error polygon is a function o f system precision 
and location o f a radio transmitter in relation to receiving points. Equipm ent, 
observers, and techniques (Cochran 1980; Cederlimd et al. 1979; Springer 1979) 
may affect precision.” (Lee et al. 1985).
The Swan Valley like the rest o f the Inter-M ountain-W est presents challenges 
to accurate signal quality. The mountainous topography, assorted wgetatix e 
commimities, and frequent stormy weather ma)' cause signal refraction and distorted 
signal direction. Also movement o f a radio-collared grizzly bear ma)' cause signal 
polarization changes or modulation. This ma\' further distort bearing readings 
affecting the interpreted locations (Lee et al. 1985). Signal distortions ha\ e the 
ability to reduce confidence in telemetiy location precision. This would hamper a 
researcher’s ability to assert confidently whether a location and its associated error 
radius are in a linlcage zone or a non-linkage zone area. These problems further 
defeat traditional telemetiy sampling potential in the Swan Valley, an area that due 
to its low densit)' o f grizzh' bears alreadt' faces a low' probability^ o f providing 
adequate sample sizes for traditional statistical inference.
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Testing Telemetry Error 
Stated powerfully here, it must be understood that, '"Use o f radio telem etn' 
to  estimate locations o f radio-collared animals must be accompanied by 
quantification o f accurac) . The question o f error must be addressed before 
conclusions from animal location estimates can be drawn,” (Lee et al. 1985). Testing 
for telem etn' error should be done using a situation as representati\ e as possible o f 
the true study design. Lee et al. describe several im portant steps to ensure that 
sampling bias is reduced, including: ( 1 ) placing points across all topographic and 
vegetative gradients; (2) avoiding pairing o f test points and specific frequencies; (3) 
using a second observer when replicating tests to avoid the natural tendency to 
minimize the difference in multiple bearing recordings (Lee et al. 1985). Kehoc 
(1995) during her recent attempt to test die N orth Fork o f the Flathead LZP 
estimated ground telemetiy error by frequenth' blindfolding researchers w ith 
headsets and obtaining bearings.
Aerial Surreys- Fixed Wing Aircraft 
Fixed wing aircraft are frequenth' used to relocate grizzh' bears wearing radio 
transmitters. W eather can become a serious hindrance to systematic aerial collection 
o f relocation information. Generalliy studies employing fixed wing aircraft present a 
wide-ranging schedule used to assess bear locations. This mai' weaken a study by 
pre\'enting consistent data collection frequency affecting considerations o f within
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versus among variation in home range estimates for unique age classes tor example. 
Aerial relocation error should also be evaluated. Gold (1997) tested aerial telemetiy 
error by weekly placing a radio collar in the field and having the tuiinformed 
relocation team (pilot and spotter) expend equal effort locating that collar and actual 
bears. A nother consideration is the disturbance that the noise from a plane or 
helicopter can create on the landscape. I know o f no studies that mention this as a 
source o f disturbance. However, we must balance our good intentions to manage 
bears effectively (and the data required for this management) with the noise 
pollution that aircraft can cause.
G lobal Position ing  System C ollars
Exciting work is imden\ a\' to use the global positioning s\'stem (GPS) 
satellites to track bears (Waller & Servheen 1999; Craighead 1998). One advantage 
o f  this new technolog)^ over other telem etn techniques is the abilit)' to track bears in 
a systematic manner with more frequent (and precise) timing (eveiy 1-2 hours) and 
more precise location information (accuracv error <15 meters, differentiallv 
corrected). This new technologv reduces several sources o f traditional telemetiw 
error (triangulation, variation in flight times, etc.) The improved spatial accuracy 
and consistent tim ing o f relocations obtained from using this form o f telem etn' ma\' 
prove extremeh' valuable for e\ aluating LZs versus the rest o f a landscape. M ost 
im portanth', GPS technology' should allow us to conduct more powerful
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compositional analysis. GPS vastly improves our ability to detect the amotmt o f time 
spent in linkage zones, seasonally, daily. Previoush' unavailable 24-hour movement 
information can now be collected, allowing us to understand bear movements under 
the cover o f night. The increase in relocation samples should reduce the niunber o f  
bears needed to make valid statistical inference concerning how individuals use 
habitat types. However, deploying GPS collars t^ersus traditional collars to retrieve 
data for a given sample size (number o f bears) will not improve our ability to malce 
statements about the entire subpopulation. Waller and Sen heen (1999) collected 
GPS tracldng data for several bears (3) crossing the Highway 2 transportation 
corridor, which bisects the N CD E population habitat. The study will continue 
during the year 2000 active-bear season. Location information will be compared to 
traffic information obtained from train and automobile counters. They plan to use 
this data to test die Linkage Zone Prediction model that was devised by Seiwheen 
and Sandstrom (1993 ) and a cumulative effects model created bv Waller in 1998 
(Waller & Seiwheen 1999). This constant source o f geographic information will 
hopefully allow researchers to understand daily, and seasonal use o f habitat that 
connects two large tracts o f secure habitat, a situation which is \'en ' similar to the 
Swan Valley (Sen^heen pers.com.)
Waller and Seiwheen (1999) decided that the 2100 gram units currenth' 
being used are too hea\i' to use on bears weighing less than 90kg. (cubs and 
yearlings). Units store the hourly GPS locations, which are preprogrammed to
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release on a predetermined date. The data is then downloaded upon retrieval ot the 
collars. Waller and Sen^heen ( 1999) conservath eh' estimate the GPS unit batten" life 
at 90 days. Dr. Seiger, who has been involved in the development o f this technology’ 
with the US Armv since 1982, described his belief that GPS unit batten’ life can be 
extended to 3-4 vcars if units are well programmed (Seiger 1999). Howex'cr, his 
estimate may be unrealistic for grizzly bears because it does not include 
consideration o f the additional batten’ power required to operate a simultaneous 
V H P unit for occasional fixed-wing relocations, used in this stud\’. Since bears spend 
approximately five months a \’car in dens, batten’ power could be consen’ed during 
these sessile periods. Obviously, the ability^ to gain detailed and accurate location 
information from bears w ithout having to capture them annually would be vciy 
im portant for grizzh’ bear research. Similarh’, reducing the size and weight o f GPS 
units will extend the applicability o f this technology’ to all age classes o f  grizzh' bears. 
Japanese producers currently’ have the smallest units for satellite tracldng o f  fauna. 
They can get as small as 15 grams, although most are between 20 and 30 grams now 
(Seiger 1999). The emits currently being used on grizzlies now cost approximately 
$4000 each. (Servheen pers. com.). Sieger also stated his belief that within ten 
\ ears, the costs w ill be reduced markedly to approximateh’ $100 per unit and $180 
per tracldng-year (Seiger 1999).
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Mark-Resight Software Packages for Telemetry and other Techniques
Program  N O REM A RK  has been used for brown bear mark-resight telemetiy 
and photographic studies (Mace and Waller 1997; Miller et al. 1987). This software 
includes valuable design options helpful for determining the number o f sev eral 
variables (resighting occasions necessary, proportion o f population marked, and the 
proportion o f the population to resight) required for \ arious levels o f precision 
(White 1996). Four estimators are available with N O REM A RK  that allow the 
researcher to overcome p, pical assumption violations. N O R EM A E K ’s joint 
hypergeometric maximum lilcelihood estimator (JHE) assumes no individual animal 
heterogeneity but does allow for capture heterogeneity" over time. The 
Im m igration-Em igration JH E extends the practicality o f this software to 
accommodate closure violations, which mav be ven" im portant in the Swan \'allev. 
This software can be run on most PC computers and is currently" available on the 
Internet at: h ttp  : //yy-yy w . C nr. colostate. edu/ ~  gyvhite/sofiware. h tm l.
Photographic Detection
Photographic detection has been attempted recently- as means o f obtaining 
information describing distribution, abundance and demographic rates for grizzly 
bears (USGS 1998; Mace & Waller 1997; Mace et al. 1994a, 1994b; Ball 1980). 
Teclmological ady^ances make it possible to detect bears yvith either intervalometer 
circuitry- acting as an electric syvitch (Bail 1980), or passive infrared detectors, used
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more recently. However, it should be noted that the detection o f bears must either 
be transformed into an index or used with animals that are readily identifiable for 
mark recapture studies. Efforts to identift' grizzly bears using remote cameras have 
progressed quicldt . However, most recently Mace et al. ( 1994a) found no evidence 
to suggest that the photographic technique would have worked to estimate 
abundance w ithout having a marked sample. They suggest that at least a quarter to 
a half o f the population should be marked, and marking should persist for at least 
three years to get all the original two-year-olds. (Mace et al. 1994a) The use o f ear 
markers or some photographic identification mark ma\ lack public support, as 
described above.
Reported detection rates were originally low compared to other ""capture” 
techniques (Harris 1986). These capture rates ha\ e increased recenth’ and are as high 
as 50 to 92% (Mace et al. 1994b). However, the number o f N C D E grizzly bears 
using the Swan Valley is too small to estimate size and sex o f age classes separately. 
And the sighting rate seems to decline as bears become accustomed to an attractant 
that does not provide a reward (Mace & Waller 1997; Ball 1980). Annual visitation 
to scent-stations used for photographic detection mav vaiw substantial with forage 
at ailability. This leads to an increase in the coefficient o f variation and will reduce 
short-term  studies’ power to detect trends.
Using average daily movement (ADM) as a guide for selecting an efficient 
remote photo grid size has been suggested (Mace et al. 1994a). Some studies
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suggest that sex classes may also display \ isitation o t photogenic differences.
Females generally are exposed to fewer scent stations because o f smaller a\ c rage- 
home range sizes. Warv- females who do visit stations also appear to be mc^re 
difficult to successfully photograph (Mace et al. 1994a; Barnes & Bra\ 1967). 
Com m on sense and several researchers have also suggested that bait rewards may 
influence “trap response” in subsequent photo sessions. Others note that non-game 
baits mav provide dangerous food rewards leading to increased li\ estock predation 
and lack o f public support for grizzly bear reco\ en ' (Jonkel 1993).
Lincoln-Peterson Estimates- Photo/jrapbic Tccbnicjîics 
W hen conducting a Lincoln-Petersen photographic study (Seber 1982), 
grizzly bears are initially captured and marked (usuallv with ear tags). Then 
resightings are conducted with remote cameras during subsequent sampling sessions. 
Each camera session counts the ntmiber o f marked and unmarked bears that are 
photographed. When individual bears are the sampling units, it is necessaiy to use a 
separation inteiwal at each station to maintain independence o f sightings. For 
example, Mace et al. ( 1994a) used a 24-hour separation period so that any grizzh- 
bear seen at the same station more than once in a dav was onlv counted once. In 
dieir study, bears that visited more than one station in a gi\-en day were considered 
two independent sightings. W ithout this separation inteiwal, a population abimdance 
estimate can be heavilv influenced bt- one individual bear’s behatior.
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Other Photographic M ark Recapture Attempts 
Karaiith and Nichols (1998) used a completeh' photographic technique to 
successfully study tiger density in India. They deyeloped capture histories for each 
indiyidual with remote cameras at trail junctions and territorial boundaries.
Howeyer, they were able to ayoid actual trapping because each tiger was identifiable 
by its imique stripe pattern. By using two cameras actiyated simultaneously they 
were able to obtain solid mark recapture estimates with program CAPTUKT 
( Karanth & Nichols 1998). Unfortunately, grizzly bears are not indiyidually 
recognizable, precluding such a non-intrusiye study design. I belie\ c that creatiyity 
in marldng and photography may hold potential for this study design. Howeyer, the 
low density o f grizzlies also creates additional problems. The first is the need for 
many cameras and much labor to proyide a grid capable o f maintaining the 
assumption o f equal catchability. This elet ates the cost o f any study and increases 
the risk o f  camera security. The second problem is the need to deyelop a boundar)' 
strip width, an area in which some bears are exposed to traps but not sufficiently to 
be considered part o f the m onitored population (Karanth & Nichols 1998; W hite et 
al. 1982; Otis et al. 1978; Dice 1938).
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Camera Scciivit)'
Remote cameras can easily be disturbed, by humaiis and wildlife alike, 
reducing the effectiveness o f any “capture grid” and affecting assumptions o f capture 
probability. This can bias estimates if disturbance goes undetected. Estimates o f 
visitation will be biased low if absent or broken cameras are assumed to be 
functioning. And overall variance will increase if individual camera information must 
be negated because the disturbance date is unlcnown. For example, bears disturbed 
two o f Ball’s (1980) cameras w ithout being successftillv photographed. N W C has 
also been recently been deploying remote cameras in an attempt to identify 
individual bears in the upper Swan \ ’allev. This project has yielded limited 
photographic information (Servheen pers. com). This is due to the absence o f a 
complementaiy marldng project. The largely unproductive photographic points in 
the Swan Valley (April 1998- August 1999) ha\e not been disturbed by hiunans 
yet, however the\^ have been knocked around by bears.
Technical Details
Ball (1980) missed nocturnal bear activité' because cameras did not operate at 
night. This has been addressed bv newer technology' that now uses infrared sensors 
and flashes. This may be more disruptive to bears leading to additional camera
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damage. 'T o  prevent loss o f data, the sttid\ area should be small enough to allow the 
film to be replaced as soon as exhausted b\' stud\' workers (Ball 1980). Using the 
cameras in conjunction with a marked population sample would reduce the need to 
rely upon natural markings or characteristics to identib’ individual animals and 
would provide more information on population numbers, since a capture - recapture 
technique could be used for analvsis.” (Ball 1980).
Costs o f Photographie Techniques 
Recent work in the Swan M ountains \ielded costs o f snaring and 
photographic capture sessions o f approximateh' $20,000 and $14,000, respectively 
(Mace et al. 1994a) However to increase the capture probability', a smaller grid with 
additional cameras (and associated labor) would be needed. A three-y ear grid stud)' 
can therefore be expected to cost more than $102,000. On the other hand, 
individual cameras can be used sparingly to determine absence/presence in all areas 
yy'here bait or scent lures can be effective attractants. The costs o f this ty^pe o f camera 
application yvill onl)' include the units needed to adequately assess the desired area, 
the labor needed to install and maintain the cameras and developing expenses.
Purely Non -  Intrusive Study Designs
N on intrusiy^e study' designs mav be more appropriate yy hen small isolated 
populations are being studied. Hoyvey er, these methods, yvhich generally' im part less
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disturbance to grizzh' bears, can currently provide only limited information as has 
been demonstrated by their use in the N orthern Rock\ M ountains and elsew here. 
However, they are being experimented with and the results o f these studies ha\ e 
provided some interesting lessons. They are especially adtisable when establishing 
grizzly bear presence is the most im portant question to address. Often they 
compliment radio telemetry to provide additional information. D N A  techniques are 
emerging as the favored non-intrusive methodology', although obseiwations, sign 
survey, sighting indices and den suiweys also are used. Sign sun^eys and obseiwation 
information constitute the majority o f grizzly bear monitoring to date in the Sw an 
Valley. N W C  has been mapping grizzly bear track and obserx^ation information 
since 1997 in the upper Swan Valley to identify patterns o f low elex ation spring 
habitat use.
(DNA) Techniques - Hair Snagging
Several advances hax e recently contributed to more effectix e D N A  studies 
o f large carnivores. D N A  material that can describe species, gender, individual 
genotypes, and even parentage can be collected from nearly anx' animal tissue, or 
scat, making samples easier to obtain from loxv-density carnix^ores in thick cox'cr. 
H air w ith attached follicles has proven most productix^e for D NA analysis. Scat can 
be used, because o f its D N A  from the intestinal xx alls, but it contains a smaller 
am ount o f  D NA and frequently also contains plant polx'saccharides that prex ent the
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necessan' amplification o f genetic material (Kendall et al. 1992). Wasser et al.
(1997) have the most recent information describing techniques for using scat for 
m tD N A  analysis. Scent stations are often used to attract bears that leave fur caught 
on barbed wire that surrounds the bait. Woods et al. ( 1997) reported their best 
results were obtained using a perimeter o f barbed wire with a five meter radius 
arotmd a central scent tree at a height o f 30-55 cm. The USGS Biological Resource 
D epartm ent (BRD) (1998) has also been successfuliv extracting hairs from aib  
trees. Remote cameras are also now being used to evaluate bear behavior at D N A  
hair snagging stations (USGS 1998)
Some recent attempts are reporting lower than ideal capture probabilities 
o f approximately 0.2 (Communication between Boulanger and Mills, 4 /29/1999). 
O n the other hand, Kendall with the USGS ( 1998) has foimd that hair snag stations 
are yielding samples with 80% frequencv, and 90 -  100% o f these hairs are sufficient 
to extract DNA. This means that although approximateh' one in five bears are likel}' 
to be detected, stations will need to be cleaned four out o f five times. Cleaning 
barbed wire for entire grids therefore seems like a major time investment for this 
technique. Problems o f cleaning the collecting device completelv ha\ e also been 
discussed in the recent literature. Excitement that this technique has created in the 
wildlife biology communitv has been tempered bv high costs and problems 
described as the probabilitt’ o f identification (PI). This PI problem affects both tt'pes 
o f  D N A  hair snagging studies, minimum counts o f unique individuals and capture-
recapture studies. One must remember that D NA capture-recapture must still 
comply with rigorous sampling demands, and they face to pical problems o f 
population closure assumptions, small sample size, and capture probabilit\' \ ariation 
as well as high costs (Boulanger 1997a). In  fact, analysis costs alone range from S40 
-  60 per sample, making this non-intrusive technique quite expensh e.
The Probability’ o f Identité’
The promise behind DNA testing is that we can learn more from our 
sampling than with traditional techniques or photographic detection. In several 
recent papers authors have cautioned that D NA ma\' prov ide an unwarranted sense 
o f confidence in the abundance and density- estimates that it provides. Mills et al. 
(1999) describe the problems that a ''shadow effect,” two or more animals with 
D N A  fingerprints indistinguishable with t\^pical non-im asive genetic anah'sis, can 
present when trying to perform mark-recapture data anah sis. The inability' to 
discern genotypes b\' the t\'pical allele testing done at lew loci can appear as 
additional capture heterogeneity" in these studies. This heterogeneity can alter 
population estimates, their variance and introduce major bias for such estimates.
The biggest problem is that the probabihty" o f identity- (PI) distribution is 
ney'cr fully understood for a yvild population being studied. Furtherm ore, sc\ cral 
authors have debated hoyv inbreeding can enhance this problem (Mills et al. 1999; 
Donnelly 1995; Nichols & Balding I9 9 I ; Leyvontin & H artl I9 9 I ; Cohen 1990).
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This problem o f coiifidently determining identitrv' in the presence o f some inbreeding 
and several family groups may prevent accurate estimation o f small isolated grizzly 
populations like the one inhabiting the Mission Mountains. Others suggest that the 
process o f microsatellite measurements may be extremeh' variable due to the 
amplification process required to evaluate them (Mills et al. 1999; Parker et al.
1998; Jarne 8c Lagoda 1996; Bniford et al. 1996). The shadow effect can interact 
with different estimators and data analysis software in se\'eral wavs. Mills et al. 
discuss the problems PI can introduce into mark-recapture studies. The shadow 
effect can be expected to negatively bias traditional Lincoln-Petersen (L-P) estimates. 
Mills et al. (1999) also report the surprising finding from their simulations, that 
increases in capture probability and true population size both lead to greater relative 
bias using the L-P estimator. They describe how PI problems can lead to a deceptive 
situation regarding the apparent precision o f L-P population estimates, where a 
larger sample with a higher capture probabilité' and which has a larger bias appears 
to have a lower relative bias. Program CAPTURE estimators also appear to 
negatié'eh' bias population abundance estimates in the presence o f PL The good 
news is that the PI problem can be largeh' resolved by using at least sc\ cn 
independent loci for D N A  analysis (Mills et al. 1999), a promising proposition. The 
Glacier National Park and Canadian bear biologists appear to be leading the field in 
the advancement o f D NA study designs for grizzh' bears and the latest reports
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should be av ailable at both \\'\v\\ .mcsc.usgs.gov/glacicr/dna, and 
WAV w .for, gov. be. ca/ric ■
Sighting Indices
Sighting indices include aggregation indices, obseiA^ation card svstems, and 
aerial censuses. Aggregation sighting indices have recentl)' been criticized for limited 
use due to low levels o f natural aggregation occurrence in the lower 48, and their 
inability to provide consistent information and accurate density estimates. Thev are 
commonly attempted at feeding concentration sites such as productive fisheries and 
in the past at Yellowstone N.P. garbage dumps. Critics cite problems that the 
availability o f substitute food can impart to these techniques. This problem might 
be reduced bv developing a long-term stud\' o f a stable population, but ma\- be 
inadequate when a trend needs to be detected in a short time frame, a tough task for 
an\' technique given environmental stochasticity. The second problem offered is that 
density estimates require a measure o f the area that provides the home range or all o f 
the life histort^ requirements for all the grizzlies seen at a given aggregation site.
Chestin, in his recent paper describing Russian bear m onitoring techniques, 
suggests that bears should be m onitored while thev are most spread out, which 
should allow the most accurate extrapolation to a larger area. Both he and Lobachev 
et al. (1988) found spring the ideal time to census, during the breeding season. 
Although sighting information is not w ithout weaknesses, it is prom oted by the
Gosokhotuchert, the Russian wildlife department responsible for censusing grizzly 
bears (Chestin 1994). Several shortcoming o f this study design for m onitoring 
bears in U.S. LZs seem obvious. Low densin^ populations dwelling in dense co\ er 
will make sighting very difficult. Confusion with American black bears {U. 
americanus) would certainh' present a problem, especiallv in the dense co\ er o f the 
N orthern Roclcy Mountains. Finally, a major problem likeh- exists for using sighting 
indices (as well as other non-invasive techniques) to evaluate future LZs. This is the 
result o f poor expectations for agenc\' access to mainh' pri\ ate lands in the low 
elevation habitat, where future LZs are proposed. Wilson ( 1997) administered a 
survey o f landowners in a proposed N orthern Rockies Ecoswstem Protection Act 
(NREPA) corridor, and he foimd that thev were generalh' opposed to granting 
federal agencé' access to their lands.
Ohservatmis
Observations can be used as either an index or for a Lincoln-Petersen estimate 
if animals have imique markings. Swan Valley observations are currenth^ made b\' 
some citizens, and thev are confirmed bv NW C professionals whenei er possible. 
Bears are also obsen^ed ei eiw August \'ia spotting scope at M cDonald Peak in the 
Mission M ountains to obtain a minimum grizzh' bear count. Although this 
inform ation is helpful, it has several shortcomings as a stud}' technique for the Swan 
\"allev. First, it lacks a rigorous approach that would allow for estimation o f
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abundance that included error estimate. Secondh' this sighting aggregation site can 
not be census all the bears using the Swan Valle\\ preventing it use from leading to a 
real understanding the value o f the Swan Valley Grizzlv Bear Conseiwation 
Agreement LZs. Observations in the Swan valle\- could become a Lincoln-Petersen 
estimate if two conditions were met. First, if Swan Valiev grizzlies were marked by 
a readily identifiable means (ear notch, radio collar). And secondh', if the inclusion 
o f a grizzly in subsequent samples was ensured as completelv independent o f its 
inclusion in the first sample (marked animals). The first condition could possiblv be 
met, however, meeting the second condition mav be more difficult. For example, 
using the same areas for multiple observation efforts would violate this assumption. 
However, if this can be done then bear abundance can be estimated (Arnason et al. 
1991).
Females with Cubs-Of-The-Tenr 
The most hea\ih ' relied upon measure o f minimum grizzh' bear populations 
in the recoven' areas o f the N orthern Rockx^ mountains is unduplicated cotuits o f 
females widi cubs-of-the-year (COY) (Mattson, 1997; USFWS 1993). This estimate 
is die sum o f all sightings o f this class o f bears bv all grizzly bear study team 
members and limited uncontrolled obsen^ations, in a given vear. K night et al.
(1995) suggest that this class is readilv identifiable because o f several ''diagnostic 
features,” namely a family group with one large bear (m other) and one or more
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small bears (cubs). Summation o f the previous three years cotmts (based on the 3- 
year average inter-birth interval for adult female grizzh’ bears) is used to determine a 
m inim um  population size. This females with COY-based estimate is then used to 
calculate a mortalitv limit for grizzlies in each o f the fn e occupied recovery’ areas o f 
the lower 48 states (USFWS 1993). This technique ma\’ be helpful if a study 
designed to evaluate LZs relies solelv on changes in overall population size as a 
proxy to L Z  value.
Sign Surveys
Grizzly bears leave several indications o f their presence on the landscape, 
including tracks, scat, fur, den excavations, foraging excavations, and tree marldngs. 
This bear sign presents an opportunitv to determine grizzh’ presence, and often 
actix’ities, (e.g. movement, feeding, etc) in manv habitat tvpes. NorthW cst 
Connections has conducted limited rub tree sign sunset s in 1999 on all trails 
accessing the Mission M ountain Wilderness (MMW). The identification o f  grizzly 
bear rub trees has been used to index grizzh' bear use o f the MMW. This index was 
then correlated with human use levels on these trails. N orth West Comiections found 
that rub tree abundance was negati\ elv correlated with human use lev els on these 
trails. This is indication that even low-impact sign sun  eys using trails could disturb 
grizzly bears. Also, this and other sun evs are all indices o f bear presence and 
tlierefore m ust be calibrated w'ith another technique to obtain sign detection
probabilities needed for abundance estimates. Although indices derh cd from 
constant effort levels do provide trend information the\' do not provide an\' measure 
o f error, (e.g. confidence intervals) as described below in the chapter on statistics 
(IV). The implications o f this shortcoming are that spatial and temporal \ ariability 
in estimates cannot be compared to the variance within individual estimates, 
therefore trends cannot be adequateh' evaluated.
Track Surveys
Tracking bears can be done best in wet soils or snow. This restricts this 
m ethod's use in the semi-arid N orthern Rockv Moimtains. Some researchers haw- 
attem pted to use track information to m onitor bear movements in spring and 
simimer, including NW C, the Swan Valley-based non-profit group currenth' 
assisting the USFWS Grizzh’ Recoveiw Project.
Debate exists as to whedaer individual bears can repetiti\ eh’ be identified by 
the size o f  their footprint. Klein (1959) attempted to use tracking to identih' brown 
bears in the dense rain forest in 1958. H e decided that the most reliable 
m easurement o f the track was its width across the toes, cross validated b\’ measuring 
the length from heel pad to middle toe, exclusi\ e o f the nail. Howea er, he foimd 
that the w'idth across the toes l aried more with the substrate conditions than the 
measurement w idth o f die forepad. A no± er significant lesson was the need for rain 
to obliterate old tracks. H e admitted that determining the amotmt o f track
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duplications was difficult in areas with high grizzly concentrations. It was especially 
tough between cubs o f the same litter, preventing assessment o f the num ber o f cubs 
present. Timing lessons indicated that 1-2 days after a hard rain was the best time 
for tracking, although extended periods o f rain or seasonal conditions that ele\ ate 
river levels may prevent tracking in some o f the best areas to obtain measurements, 
gravel bars and m ud banlcs. Considering all these wealcness, Klein found the 
tracldng m ethod unreliable as a bear population index 'hinder Alaskan conditions.” 
H e also noted that the reliabilitv o f the m ethod decreases as the size o f the unit 
increases. (Klein 1959).
Likewise, Edwards and Green (1959) found that “tracks from the same bear 
where so variable that they invalidate this technique.” Lindzev et al. ( 1977) 
attem pted to use scent stations to attract back bears for purposes o f indexing the 
population in an area o f New York. They raised areas around attractant-baited trees, 
but they found thev had problem calibrating their index and their attractants showed 
diminishing allure to bears as time progressed.
O n the other hand, several Russian bear biologists (Chestin 1991; Kudaktin 
& Chestin 1987; Pazhetnov 1979) ha\x used tracks more recently to m onitor grizzly 
bears. They also note that small areas are m onitored more accurately, because the\' 
rarelv hold bears with the same size track. The\' developed a methodology that 
m onitored grizzly bear trails because o f their high level o f track registration ( Chestin 
1994). They used tracks (and obsen'ations ) to create "coefficients used in dens it}'
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calculations, based on a study period that averaged ten days. In  their study, two 
people were able to examine an area 50 square km. e\ en ' 1-2 days. Chestin also 
reminds his readers that this technique requires individuals ''experienced in track 
searcliing and distinguishing, and moreover Imowing the whole territoix' \ e n ’ v eil.” 
(Chestin 1994). It is w orth noting that this size area described bv Chestin (50 sq. 
km.) is almost exactly the figure described bv Servheen as the density (1/49 sq. Ion.) 
o f grizzlies in the Mission Mountains; forming the western extent o f the Swan 
Valley, M ontana.
N o rth w est Comiections has mapped grizzly bear observations and confirmed 
tracks in the upper Swan Valley since 1997. Although this informal effort has relied 
on m uddy road and trail transects, it has by no means been a comprehensive 
investigation into the presence o f grizzlv bears in the Swan Valley. Data describing 
opportunistic sightings and track identification throughout the vallev have also been 
placed in the database to show all confirmed bear location between 1997 and 1999. 
Bv analyzing track measurements using software developed bv James H alfpennt, 
N W C  has been able to derive an estimate o f how mam' individual bears ha\ e been 
detected in the low elevation spring habitat o f the Swan Valley. They estimate a 
m inim um  o f 10, a maximum o f 23, and most likely 13 different individuals have 
been tracked to date. While this tracking index is valuable for several reasons, it must 
be coupled with a capture probability to generate a population estimate. They ha\ c
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also mapped these grizzly bear locations atop a topographic backdrop, a riparian 
layer, etc., to  see if any obvious patterns emerge.
Russian tracking mentioned above appears to have been more intense than 
current N orthW est Connections work. However, by extrapolating the size o f the 
Swan/Clearwater Valleys 1620 sq. km. (we would therefore need approximately 65 
well-trained tracking professionals working for ten da\ s. Costs would therefore be 
approximately $52,000 ( #  80/day), unless a reliable vokuiteer effort could be 
organized. Even if a team was somehow organized to comb the Swan Valiev for 
tracks, the thiclcness/impassability o f the vegetation, climatic conditions and the 
problems identified above will still preclude effecti\'clv using this teclanique to detect 
trends.
Scat Surveys
Variabilité' in grizzly bear scat production can lead to problems calibrating 
scat volume to bear presence. Roth found that a grizzly bears’ sign can vaiy from as 
much as 0.3 to 8.8 scats per day (Roth 1980: In Harris 1986). Harris attem pted to 
draw a Pearson correlation between both scat indices and tree marking and Jolly- 
Seber estimates. H e was unable to obtain a correlation significant at the 10% level 
(Harris 1986).
Using scat also presents another major challenge to researchers, discerning 
black and brown bear scats can be difficult for anv researcher in the field when both
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species present; that is nearly evenw here in the US where grizzh' bears are found. 
Harris suggested that fecal bile acid analysis is a useful lab technique to help make 
this distinction, but likely at significant financial cost. The density o f bears in the 
lower 48 is low compared to Alaska (1/0.59 miles2), where Schoen asserted that the 
num ber o f scats was not large enough to determine bear abundance (Schoen 1984).
M ost recently, Kendall et al. (1992) haye been attempting to determine the 
power o f sign surveys to detect trends in nearby Glacier National Park. They found 
that in an area were trails are generalh' necessan- conduits to bear mo\ ement, in a 
topographically and vegetatiyely-restricti\ e environment, scats are more abundant 
than tracks. Kendall et al. found several problems preventing effecti\ e short-term  
trend m onitoring using sign sun^eys such as their own, " \..a t best, such data will 
reliably detect onh' substantial, potentially threatening declines, and then only with 
large sample sizes, relatively abundant sign, and the annoyance o f false alarms. 
However, the\' believe that sign m onitoring ma) provide an inexpensi\ e m ethod 
w ith measurable power to detect marked declines (e.g., 20%) in sign; based on an 
assumption correlating sign decrease with population decrease.
O ther findings o f theirs are w orth noting. Sampling within-vear replicates 
will improve power because it reduces variabilité' more than annual sampling alone. 
Trail selection should represent the entire area housing the grizzh' population you 
wish to study. Increasing the number o f trails appears to improve power more than 
increasing the length o f segments. Pooling data from sev eral \ ears improx cs power
and reduces the impact an unusual \'car has on the power (Kendall et al. 1992). For 
those interested in this study method, the USGS-BRD continues to experiment in 
Glacier N P area, and they offer many useful lessons for timing, etc., which can be 
viewed at www. mesc. usgs. gov/glacie r.
Den Surveys
Surveys have been conducted to count bear dens and to count bears as tlaev 
move to and from dens. Servheen and Klaver (1983) found that while grizzly bears 
rarely use the same den twice, they did not document use o f a den again that had 
been visited by a human during the sutnmer. This finding should prevent researchers 
from interfering with bear dens, especially in an area that supports a small and 
somewhat isolated population o f grizzlv bears. H ow cw r, bear dens are visible from 
a helicopter Iw locating excav ated materials on the slope [ (Mean = 30° for Mission 
M tn. bears (Servheen 1981), Mean = 63° for Swan M ountain bears, (Mace & 
Waller 1997)] below the den, often occurring in high-density grouping (Sen^heen & 
Klaver 1983). Unfortunateh', distinguishing freshly excavated and older dens ma\- 
be difficult. M oreover, individual bears ma\' excawite multiple sites in a given season, 
ultimately selecting onlv one as a den. These problems prevent robust minimum 
cotmts by using annual aerial den sun evs.
Sen^heen also doctmtented abrupt elevation movements for Mission 
M oim tain bears, witli denning induced bv the first severe snowstorm. Although this
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data is from the population mainly using the Missions west o f the ridgeline, it does 
hold promise for m onitoring bears as they move to their dens. This m ethod was 
also suggested by Abnamov et al. (1979) and Kostoglod (1979). Chestin (1994) 
noted several problems with this technique. First, bears that migrate to their dens 
early will be missed, and the period that this migration happens is quite brief 
(Chestin 1994). Com m on sense also tells us that the same snov^' weather that 
drives the bears to their dens would likeh' cause some problems for researchers. 
Finally, using den surveys creates the problem o f delineating the area that these bears 
are using during their active season to obtain abundance and density estimates. 
Ascertaining grizzly bear presence may be the onh" rigorous use o f the den suiwey 
(Aerial and observational) technique, reducing its value for directh' evaluating 
linlcage zone effectiveness.
CHAPTER IV
Inherent Challenges for Questions to Assessing Grizzly Bear Linkage Zone
Effectiveness
Evaluating corridors and their effecti\'cness at prom oting animal movement still 
provides a major challenge to the world o f wildlife management. Nicholls and 
Margules (1991), in an article about designing studies to demonstrate the biological 
significance o f corridors, make the following statement,'' The question still remains, 
is it possible to design and implement a statistically and biologicallv sotmd stud\^ to 
test if corridors enhance the movement o f individuals between connected remnants 
compared to imconnected rem n a n ts (N ich o lls  & Margules 1991 In: Satmders & 
H obbs 1991). 1 will begin with a brief discussion o f challenges that all grizzh' bear 
m onitoring studies face. Then 1 will attempt to proxide some insight into the man\' 
difficulties inherent in designing L Z  evaluation studies. A review o f statistical 
realities and suggestions for using prospecth c simulation-based modeling is then 
presented. Once 1 have developed a solid background o f the challenges, 1 will 
suggest some wax's we can proceed. Barriers to conducting a Swan Valley L Z  study 
are discussed here but also expanded in the case studx' protocol selection chapter {V).
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Defining Objectives
Defining objectives can be difficult but this should be done before any 
wildlife management study is undertalcen to avoid wasting limited conseiwation 
funding. As Harris (1986) wrote so succinctly “One simply cannot answer the 
question what m ethod is best to use until one answers the question "Precisely what 
do we need to Icnow f Manv questions can be composed to evaluate grizzly bear 
LZs. Exercises could be conducted exploring the LZP model, compliance, 
enforcement, public attitudes, or the conseiwation value o f LZs for other species. 
They are all valid investigations, but they are also beyond the scope o f this project. 
The focus here is describing the effectiveness o f LZs at protecting bears in low- 
elevation habitat and conserving grizzly bear population occupanc\- in an area (the 
Swan Valley) where bears face threatening, human-caused, mortalitv risks. The best 
way to ascertain this L Z  effectiveness is to describe seasonal use o f linlcage zones, 
with docum entation o f how use levels react to management inside the LZs.
General Grizzly Bear Monitoring Challenges
Nearly eveiw published article describing a grizzly bear studv recites the 
difficulties associated with m onitoring grizzly bears in its introduction. Authors 
often describe that long-lived grizzlv bears are a ven^ low-densitv animals with large 
hom e range size. They are also a dangerous predator living in densely forested, 
motm tainous habitat. They are often extremely difficult to obsen c, and the
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distinction between them and the American black bear {U. mncricnnns) can be 
difficult. Grizzly bears also lack unique natural marldngs needed to readily identilv 
individuals. In addition, recent DNA techniques have found that grizzly bears ha\ c 
low genetic variation, compared to black bears and man}' other mammals, plaguing 
D N A -based genotypic detection as well. These realities usuall}' lead to small sample 
sizes and low capture probabilities for all grizzh' bear studies. As described below, 
these two problems can drasticalh' reduce the power o f m onitoring studies. 
Variability in habitat quality, and its carrying capacity, can also make habitat studies 
troublesome. Several other challenges are consistentlv found in grizzh’ bear 
m onitoring studies, and they are summarized here.
Smnplinjj Factors
Grizzly bear sampling should be well thought out and anafi^zed with 
simulation software prior to expensive research experiments. The abilitv o f  an\' 
study to yield statisticalh' significant findings is based on several factors that 
determine the sampling regime. The length o f a stud\' and frequency o f sampling 
will be crucial in determining the studies’ ability' to test a hypothesis. The longer the 
stud}' and the more frequent the sampling, the better the abilit}' the sampling has to 
reflect changes in demographic parameters. While long data-intensh e studies ma}' be 
accurate, they suffer from greater exposure to non-demonic intmsions (H urlbert 
1984). Long studies also run the risk o f not supplying information in a timely
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enough fashion to direct management. This may be especially im portant w hen 
studies are intended to provide feedback for adaptive management efforts supporting 
endangered species recover}^ On the other hand, sampling from long studies tends 
to capture the temporary impacts o f environmental stochasticit\" (Thompson et al. 
1997). A multiple-time-period studv mav therefore provide the benefits o f both 
short-term  and long-term studies.
The next sampling consideration is defining the stud\" area and an\' grids used 
to '■‘capture” grizzly bears. Costs and logistic considerations must be balanced wdth 
the realities o f animal densit\' and home range size. SmalKvood and Schonew ald
(1998) report that carnivore density estimates are most frequently dependent upon 
study area delineation. A studv area for linkage zones should therefore a\oid 
investigating only areas w ere grizzh' bears are Icnown to dw ell to a\ oid biasing 
densitv estimates. This issue is addressed specifically within the descriptions o f 
various techniques found in chapter 111 o f this volume.
Age /  sex class structure and corresponding \ ariance in use patterns 
m ust also be considered when designing a sampling protocol. N ot only should a 
researcher consider differences in bear beha\ior but also in capture probabilities and 
mortalité' associated with different age /  sex classes. An understanding o f these 
differences can allows the researcher to design a sampling regime that wall either 
realistically portray the entire population or obtain accurate parametric data for a 
gh en class. For example, Mace and Waller (1997) found that the female to male
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ratio o f  the Swan M ountain population is 4:1. This ratio needs to be considered in 
the design o f  a capture program if adequate samples o f each sex are to be used. This 
point is also discussed in the following section describing the value o f sensitivity 
analysis in providing future grizzly bear research focus.
Indexes versus Estimates o f Abundance
Indices have often been used to stud\' animal abundance. Several factors that 
frequently evade the control o f a researcher often contribute to differences in grizzly 
bear sign amounts used to develop grizzlv bear indices. While thev are informative 
and frequently non-intmsive, grizzly bear indices are point estimates. Therefore, 
they are incapable o f mal-dng solid trend anah'sis bv themselves. Indices must be 
calibrated w ith additional studies to malce statements about relativ e abtmdance. 
A nother major wealcness o f these point estimate-indices is their lack o f error 
estimation and confidence interv^als. The lack o f error estimation is discussed above 
in the section on track suiweys in Chapter III. Estimates o f abtmdance are generally 
superior to indices. However, they come at a much larger financial cost and level o f 
disturbance to grizzly bears. Estimates also rely on more complicated formulas and 
assimiptions.
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Mark-Recapture Techniques
Manv mark-recapture grizzlv bear studies have been conducted recently.
They either rely on a one-time re-sight event (e.g., Lincoln Petersen) or they develop 
capture histories for each animal o f the population to estimate \ ital rate parameters 
(e.g., Jolly-Seber)(Nichols 1992). In either study t\ pe, sewral assumptions are 
made regarding the capture probabilitv o f each animal and the heterogeneity o f  
capture among individuals o f the target population. Fortunatelv, most o f these 
general assumptions can be relaxed in response to on-the-ground capture probability 
heterogeneity. There are now software packages capable o f suggesting which 
capture heterogeneity model displays the best fit to \^our given data set.
Open versus Closed Models
A closed population's composition does not change during the course o f a given 
study (Nichols 1992). Determining whether a population under studv is a closed 
population is essential for obtaining accurate parameter estimates. The delineation 
o f a studt area is another kev factor when thinking about population closure. L'sing 
natural geographic barriers to movement is ven'^ helpful for assumption compliance. 
Creating a peripherv zone allows for testing o f grid exposure calculations that can be 
helpful in correcting for violations o f the closure assumption. M ost grizzly bear 
m onitoring projects are based on the assumption o f a closed population. H ow et er, 
in their discussions, most authors note that this assumption was likeN violated in
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some wav. For example, Mace and Waller ( 1997) found that one male grizzly 
moved 59.3 Ion. during a six-dav period, enough to leave almost any study area. The 
chances that a grid could be set up to accommodate this scale o f movement are \ eiT 
slight. Designing the duration o f a study is paramount to compliance with the 
population closure assumption. I t is w ii' unlilcelv that a grizzly bear population is 
closed over the course o f an active season, although it may be closed for a short 
period o f time (e.g, two weeks in mid summer when bears are at high elevations).
Parameter estimators also exist for open populations. These estimators 
generally require at least 3 capture sessions to estimate vital rates for the target 
population. This capture intensity presents a logistical and financial challenge for 
grizzly bear studies. Several authors have described studies that combine more than 
one time period to obtain parameter estimates. These studies are designed to be 
inclusive o f  closed population estimators in the short term and open population 
models in the long-term. These mav be most appropriate for grizzly bears given 
their enormous home range size and their low capture probabilities.
Habitat / Resource Selection Models - Compositional Analysis
The concept o f determining which habitat is preferred or m ost commonly 
selected is not new in wildlife biologv. Several studies have even ranlced bear habitat 
bv use (Craighead et al. 1998). Like all compositional analysis studies, they have 
often nan into statistical problems. Alldredge and Ratti (1986) conducted a re\ iew
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o f several papers that attempted to e\ aluate w ildlife resource selection. They found 
that although type I error was adequately controlled, type II error was always a 
major problem in testing hypotheses regarding resource selection. The \uriablcs 
that determined the probability' o f malting a ty pe II error yvere the num ber o f 
habitats used, the num ber o f animals used, the number o f obseiwations per animals 
and the magnitude o f the differences to be detected. The statistical poyver (discussed 
below) o f studies was elevated in general as the number o f animals increased. Their 
descriptions o f the strengths and wealtness o f sey^eral common techniques for 
estimating preference are veiy helpful. Hoyvevcr, thev conclude that regardless o f the 
m ethod used, if few observations (< I5 )  o f few animals are used, the probabilitv o f  
type II error is unacceptably high (Alldredge & Ratti 1986). Another challenge is 
incorporating the variation in availability- and preference for various sex and age 
classes. Each grizzlv bear is dealing yvith variable levels o f territorialitv, and inter­
specific com petition (Thomas & Tavlor 1990; Peek 1986; Ow^en 1972; Hilden 
1965) w ith black bears and other carnivores, (e.g. yvolverine). This can become 
especially troublesome when studying a small grizzly bear population, providing few 
samples.
Seasonal / Daily Considerations
Bear activity is largely dependent on the seasonal forage availability. Interior 
US grizzly bears spend approximately- five m onths in their dens, sleeping. O n the
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Other hand, the\- travel extensiveh' during their acth'e season. They depart from their 
dens and move directlv to the lowest elevation areas to obtain the earliest spring 
vegetation. Then the\' ascend, following the fresh food supph', reaching the ridge- 
tops b\' mid summer. As autumn approaches, thev adwuice down to low-ele\'ation 
areas again before returning to mid-elevation dens in No\'ember. This continuous 
m ovem ent during the active season demonstrates the grizzly bear’s reliance on 
available forage. While these movements present challenges to an\' stud\- grid, they 
also indicate that a bear’s degree o f attraction to an\- scent station or carcass will van' 
with the seasonal abundance o f traditional food sources. This variability- in 
attractiveness could affect capture probabilities. Because the quantification o f 
background food availabilitv and its effect on bait attractiveness is nearlv impossible, 
correcting bias for this source o f capture heterogeneity- yy ill be impossible.
Grizzly bear activity levels are also affected significantly by day-light.
Darlaiess may provide a source o f cover for bears moving across a hostile matrix, 
such as the private land on the floor o f the Syvan Valley. There is obydouslv much 
m ore day light during the mid-summer than during either early- or late active-scason. 
Female Syvan M ountain grizzlv bears were fitted with motion-activated collar from 
1992-1994 to investigate their actiydtv patterns (Weniun 1997). They yvere most 
active during daylight hours, yvith some activity- noted at all times o f the day. They 
shoyved correspondingl)^ higher activity- lev-els during ± e  summer than during the 
spring and fall seasons (W enum 1997). This dependence on daylight mav therefore
affect seasonal grizzlv bear survival rates in areas w here human threats are present. 
Pease and M attson (1999) performed a maximum likelihood estimation of 
demographic parameters to determine the contribution o f several independent 
t'ariables to grizzlv bear m ortalin . O f all the factors thev included, they found that 
grizzly bear mortality rates varied most with season. They found that the effect o f 
season on mortality was, in fact, an order o f magnitude higher than the next most 
influential factor (Pease & M attson 1999).
The mating season certainly affects bear movements during the spring. I t can 
be expected that male bears are both in search o f a mate and more likelv to displace 
less dom inant subadult males and waiw females with cubs. M attson et al. ( 1987) 
found that females and subadults both avoided dom inant males, who tended to 
dwell in the m ost producti\ e habitat. An\' study design should recognize these daily 
and seasonal determinants o f bear behaxior, and plan accordinglv. 1 recommend that 
future studies at least attem pt to model the ratio o f males to females, with a full 
description o f age distribution also being strongh' encouraged. Because LZs will 
variabh' affect proportions o f different-gender-sized home ranges, a preliminary 
tmderstanding o f population demographics will help develop expectations for the 
seasonal magnitude o f L Z  impacts on the entire population. Demographic 
inform ation can onh' be gathered through capture techniques (e.g. D N A  hair 
testing) w ith complete classification requiring more intense capture and assessment 
(e.g. snaring). Studies focusing on spatial/temporal gender interactions like those
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conducted recently bv Mace and Waller (1997), Wielgus and Bunnell ( 1995, 1994) 
and M attson (1987) are also advised to complement all other future grizzh' bear 
findings.
“The definition o f a time origin is crucial...In radio telemetiT there is no 
natural time origin. Survival from the origin could be serioush' influenced by 
seasonal effects, with survival for 1 week from a summer time origin quite different 
than survival for 1 week from a winter time origin’'(Pollock et al. 1989). Researchers 
are cautioned against extrapolating survival rates for a short time period to the entire 
year o r into matrix models that project finite rate o f growths using season specific 
survival rates. This can be corrected b\' designing and using suiwival studies that 
extend for several years. For all these reasons, seasons need to be considered when 
attem pting to evaluate grizzh bear demographic rates.
Linkage Zone-Specific Challenges
Separntinrj Mortalité' Factors 
I t mav be difficult to sort out the impact o f controllable and tmcontrollable 
factors on the mortalitv o f bears. Uncontrollable risks include those intrinsic to the 
population, lilce intra-specific predation, plus other natural mortalin- factors extrinsic 
to the population, such as catastrophic natural fire and ai alanches. Controllable 
m ortalit\' causes are those caused both directlv and indirectlv by people and their 
activities. Demographic problems such as inbreeding, reduced fitness by loss o f
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genetic variation, and demographic stochasticitv can be elevated by unnaturally low 
population size (and genetic pool) which ma\" be the result o f high levels o f human- 
caused mortalit)^ W ithout radio tracking eveiw grizzlv bear and then conducting an 
inspection o f evet}^ death, it is veiw difficult to separate natural and unnatural causes 
o f death. For example it may be that the best spring habitat is protected, but lies at 
the base o f  an avalanche chute. This confusion suggests another difficult\’ in 
correlating survival rates with LZ  protections.
Linkage zones are designed to protect bears from excessive htunan access and 
human caused mortalitv. Evaluating the effectiveness o f LZ regulations thus requires 
some understanding o f background levels o f mortalité' in nearby remote areas 
(w ithout human-caused deaths) and in nearbv unprotected areas (areas with no open 
road density, tim ber haiwesting, and firearm regulations for humans). The 
effectiveness o f Swan Valley LZs should consequentlv be considered with an 
understanding o f natural levels o f spring and fall mortalitv and abundance for grizzlv 
bears in other areas o f the N orthern Continental Divide Ecosystem (NCDE).
Grizzlv bears in the N C D E generallv ha\ e a long life expectancy, ( approximateh" 20 
vears) and high survix'al rates, especiallv for adult bears ranging from 0.67 to 0.89 
(W oods et al. 1997). Their abundance varies with habitat quality, but abundance 
has been estimated in the tremendous range o f 1/200 sq. km. (Rattlesnake 
M ountains ) to 1/0.01 sq. 1cm. (Mission M ountain, riparian seep 
concentration) ( Seiwheen 1983 ).
Confounding - Covariance o f Landscape Variables
Tw'o more problems arise when attempting an evaluation o f LZs. 
C onfounding is the confusion o f factors which are not resoh able with sampling 
techniques. Consider that LZs were to protect the best remaining grizzh' bear 
habitat fragments in a landscape. The\' accomplish this protection bv restricting 
hum an access to grizzly bears and their best habitat as identified through a Linkage 
Zone Prediction (LZP) model. This design factor confounds an\' investigation into 
the present or future value o f these L Z  protections, especiallv when a ‘before and 
after study" is not an option. The reason ‘before and after’ studies are often not 
possible for L Z  evaluation is because the urgency o f conserx^ation measures 
outweighs the value o f a strong m onitoring project. Ex en tmder these ideal ‘before 
and aftef circumstances, the effects o f enxdronmental stochasticitv in an entire x'allev 
presents another problem, preventing perfect determination o f LZ  value.
Covariance o f landscape variables is the source o f much o f this confounding 
and prevents a statistically sound study o f L Z  effectiveness. Landscape covariates 
includes differences in vegetation, climatic conditions, and all environmental 
gradients across the landscape affecting the habitat qualitx' for bears in conjunction 
LZ. These cox^ariates will malce adequately sampling (controlling xia replicability) 
any experiment to ex^aluate only the effects o f LZ  protections neaiix' impossible. 
A lthough some calculations and analx'ses can be conducted to incorporate the manx'
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covariates operating on a landscape level, this quicklv’ makes an experiment 
unmanageable. The principle o f parsimony, keeping models as simple as possible to 
explain phenomena, would be violated if a stud\^ attempted to incorporate too man}' 
factors that might be covariates. Decreased degrees o f freedom and weaker statistical 
inference will generalh' result from trying to include any covariates. A pilot studv is 
recommended to determine which factors are the most powerful covariates. 
Considering these problems, the best solution involves attem pting to identih' 
covariate gradients across the valley to see if thev flow predom inanth' north to south 
or east to west. I f  the}' flow mainh' north to south then the ku'out o f LZs v ersus 
non-L Z areas in the Swan Valiev ma\' largelv negate the impacts o f the gradients.
N o m atter what the situation, adequate interspersion, replicabilit\', and control are 
required in the valley to malce an\' statistical inference from grizzh' bear data.
Unfortimatel}', the inevitable confounding o f the LZP model, em iroiamental 
conditions and human activities makes determining the effects o f human activities 
alone on mortality and abundance impossible. Given this problem, the challenge is 
then deciding the best wa\' to evaluate whether these restrictions are helping bears 
dwell and sunhve in these areas and reporting it in light o f this uncertainty' to the 
public.
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Sampling Replienbilit)'
Replicability is the degree o f similarité' that can be achie\ ed among 
experimental units. It reduces the “noise” or random variation within experimental 
unit measurements, and improves the precision o f any estimate o f treatm ent effects. 
Together replication and interspersion o f treatments ensure that an experiment is not 
incorporating freak events as treatm ent effects. Unforttmatelv, replication is 
impossible when large-scale systems or entire valleys are being studied (H urlbert 
1984). This impossibility should be appreciated and embraced, and should not 
become a source o f pressure for the researcher to decei\ c readers with confusing 
statistical analysis in a report in order to be published. However the validity o f 
analyzing unreplicated samples from treatments depends on the treated and 
untreated experimental units starting and remaining identical, except insofar as a 
difference is generated b\' the treatment effect (Hurlbert 1984). This enduring, 
comparable-condition-requirement creates t^et another tough obstacle to evaluating 
the effectiveness o f LZs. As mentioned above, confounding o f the LZ  prediction 
model and landscape covariates will likeh' violate this requirement.
Rsindomization versus Interspersion 
Random ization is used in experimental design to achieve interspersion 
w ithout experimenter bias. Interspersion refers to the temporal and spatial spacing 
o f  replicates in sampling units. It is suggested when one is tiwing to reduce the
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effects o f unidentifiable gradients and non-demonic intrusion (unintended impacts 
that chance events can ha\ e on an on-going experiments)(Hurlbert 1984). 
Random ization is often used to achieve adequate interspersion. However, 
randomization does not always provide adequate interspersion especially when few 
replicates are used. The distinction between a randomized and properly interspersed 
sampling design can best be described bv referring to the tvpe I error expectation 
that is a consequence o f each. When a researcher attempts to predict the t\^pe I error 
probability rate and they use randomization, they are actualh' deri\ing an estimate o f 
pre-layout type I error expectation. This differs from the actual layout-specific type I 
error probability, which can not be individually assessed, but is o f more interest to 
both the researcher and his/her audience (H urlbert 1984). Idealh- enough sample 
sites would be used in a LZ evaluation that randomization would pro\ ide adequate 
interspersion. However, due to the low elevation nature and the desirabilitv to 
protect all low-elevation habitat, adequate sampling interspersion may be ver\' 
difficult to achieve. If  interspersion is not obtained for anv LZ studt^ it should be 
prominently reported bv the author(s).
Controls
Controls are used bv biologists to decipher the effects that some tream ient 
has on an animal population versus the effects that time has on that animal 
population. They often attem pt to isolate the tream ient area and compare the
abundance or densitv o f a species. In a L Z  evaluation, the goal is to understand how 
the LZs affect grizzlv bears. It is therefore desirable to evaluate how grizzh' bears 
are doing nearby w ithout the impact o f grizzly bears to 'LontroL  for the 'L Z  
treatm ent effect’. However, this may be impossible. One reason, addressed below, 
is that bear home range will almost always be larger than a LZ, or at least it will 
contain some area inside and outside o f a LZ. The other reason is that no identical 
population, at least devoid o f systematic differences (sex ratio, diet, etc.), witla a 
similar degree o f  isolation and no LZs is available as a control.
Biological Dispersal mid Liukaric Zone Size 
Another obstacle facing anv evaluation o f grizzly bear LZs is the size o f  the 
L Z  compared to a bears home range and mean dispersal distance. It becomes 
imperative to consider whether a LZ  is providing a conduit to typical dispersal and 
foraging movements, or whether the LZ  is just a small, protected area lying inside 
the hom e range o f a grizzly bear. The latter scenario, where LZs only constitute a 
portion o f  each bears home range is the most likeh' for grizzh' bears. The relative size 
o f LZs certainh' t aries for the various age and sex classes for grizzh' bears, as well as 
seasonally w ithin each class. For example, Servheen (1983) reported adult male 
Mission M otm tain grizzly bears had a mean home range size o f 1,402 sq. km. Mace 
and Waller (1997) reported that Swan M ountain adult males displayed a mean home 
range size o f  768 sq. km. These figures are approximatelv 3-9 times the area o f each
SVGBCA LZ. O n the other hand, one Swan M ountain subadult female bear 
displayed a \'ciy small (35 sq. 1cm.) home range, while the mean adult female home 
range was only 121 sq. km. (Mace & Waller 1997). These sizes indicate that LZ 
protections could have tremendously variable impacts on these different age and 
gender bears. This creates a question o f whether LZs help female more than male 
grizzly bears. Sexual and seasonal (spring, summer, fall) differences in home range 
sizes may lead to different value o f LZ protections for each sex. For example, Mace 
and Waller (1997) report that earh-season (mean = 404 sq. Ion.) Swan M ountain 
male core areas (core isopleths were > 70% o f 95% adaptiw  kernel home range ) 
were larger than in the late season (mean = 235 sq. Ion.), while late season female 
core areas ( mean = 74 sq. km.) were larger in than earh' season (mean = 58 sq. 
Ion. ) areas. Although estimated total home range size changes more seasonalh' for 
males, seasonal \oriabilit\' in core isopleth as a percent 95% adapti\'c kernel home 
ranges was not found to be significant for either sex (Waller & Mace 1997). This 
implies that male grizzly bears mav benefit more from multiple LZs than females in 
the spring. Males has'c higher mortality- risk due to their higher probabilitv o f 
encoimtering threats, associated with more extensil e tra\el (larger home ranges). 
This difference is especially im portant considering that females apparenth' greath' 
outniunber (4:1) the adult males in the Swan M ountains (Mace & Waller 1997).
Inferential Statistics for Grizzly Bear Monitoring
Although inferential statistics can be used to elegantly report scientific 
information, thev are poorly understood by the general public and frequenth' 
misused b\' the scientific community^ Statistics can confuse readers and prevent 
them  from understanding the take-home message o f any study. This project 
attempts to describe the limitations that statistics apph' to m onitoring LZs. These 
limitations should be read carefully, because the\' could prevent the imdertaldng o f  a 
well intentioned, and well executed stud\ , which might yield information no more 
informative than the flip o f a coin.
I begin by introducing ty^pe I and t\:pe II errors. Next, I develop die 
relationship between these two error types and other sampling variables w orthy o f 
consideration for a solid monitoring plan. E\ entuallv I will inject some advanced or 
non-traditional statistical concepts receiving increased attention lately in m onitoring 
studies.
A null hypothesis states that there is no treatment effect. A type I error is 
made when the null hypothesis is rejected even though it should be accepted. The 
likelihood o f this happening is termed a  (alpha). This type o f error traditionally 
drives sampling design and the upperm ost risk o f making this tt'pe o f error is 
conventionally set at 5 percent (typically seen as p < 0.05). A type II error is made 
when the null hypothesis is accepted even though it should be rejected. This type o f
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error has been an emerging concern o f biologists lately. The probability o f 
com m itting a type II error is termed p (beta).
Statistical Power
The power o f a study (1-P) describes the probability o f an analysis detecting 
the treatm ent effect for which it is testing. Power analysis can be used to explore 
various sampling designs and also to interpret results (Tavlor & Gerrodette 1993) 
which are conducted to compare resource use, ascertain the likelihood o f detecting 
population trends, and for maldng \ita l rate (e.g., survh al rate) comparisons 
between multiple areas. H igh power is the aim o f anv trend m onitoring studw A 
trend is detected if the slope o f the regression \ aries signilicantly from zero 
(Gerrodette 1987). Trend detection power has fiw  basic parameters that are related 
with an equation: the num ber o f samples, the rate o f change in the quantit)^ being 
measured (effect size), the coefficient o f variation (measurement precision and 
environmental variation), and type I and type II errors (Gerrodette 1987). Power 
increases when the num ber o f samples increases, the rate o f change being measured 
increases (effect size), or the precision o f the measurements increases.
Im proving sampling to maximize trend detection power should be done in 
three ways. First, additional replicate samples should be taken evenh' along all 
existing spatial gradients. As Green (1979) pointed out, the differences am ong areas 
and time can only be compared to the existing differences within an area ( spatial
variation) or time period (temporal variation). I f  a trend exists, increasing within 
year sampling and reducing among \ ear sampling will accomplish two desirable 
goals. First, this will improve quantification o f sampling error, and second it will 
increase the detectable effect size among sampling periods. Howev er, if no trend 
exists then reducing among sampling ffequencv will not increase detection power. 
W ithin \ ear samples must remain sufficiently spaced in time to insure that the 
independence o f samples is maintained, otherwise autocorrelation will happen, 
negating statistical inference.
Samples should also be taken in similar waws (e.g. similar baits used as 
attractants) for each sampling session. I f  this is done, then o\ erall sampling bias is 
reduced and a single measure o f precision (CV) can be applied to all samples. This 
satisfies a major assumption in power anah sis. Howev er, this ma\' be difficult given 
the aforementioned problems o f diminishing bait attractiveness experienced when 
using the same non-consumptive bait repetiti\ eh\
Detcctijijj Upirard versus Downward Trends
Endangered species m onitoring is often focused on detecting downward 
trends. It is therefore im portant to note that power to detect increasing trends is 
lower than the power to detect decreasing trends (Gerrodette 1987). Another 
notew orth\’ property o f the statistical power relationship is that proportional upward 
trends are easier to detect than upward trends involving absolute changes. The
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situation is reversed for downward trends. This fact, combined with the realities o f 
one-tailed versus two tailed tests described below, suggests that studies attem pting to 
detect onlv downward trends changing bv absolute amounts will ha\ e the highest 
power. (Gerrodette 1987). This should be considered in regards to expected changes 
in abundance, survival rates and reproductive rates for individual bears as a result o f 
L Z  habitat enhancement. Will adjustments in reproductive rates affect abundance 
proportionally.> Will mortality numbers be reduced in a linear relationship 
proportional to reduced open road densitv, etc.)
One -  tailed versus tiro-tnilcd tests 
W hen designing a study to detect trends a decision must be made about the 
importance o f  these trends, if thev exist, in either direction. That is to sav, 
downward trends ma\' be more im portant to perceis e than upward trends in 
endangered species management. The use o f a one-tailed statistical test can increase 
power over a two-tailed statistical test needed to detect trends in both directions, 
holding all other variables constant. However, it is im portant to remember that a 
one-tailed test has no pow er at all to detect trends in the opposite direction 
(Gerrodette 1987). Grizzh' bear researchers are often more interested in detecting 
dow nw ard trends, which seiwe as an alarm. However, when we are studtdng the 
expected benefits o f LZs we anticipate upward trends will be more likely. This 
creates the need for a major decision. I f  a one-tailed test is selected a priori^ then the
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Study mav provide results that have zero power and is therefore a waste o f money 
and effort. O n the other hand, if a two-tailed test is selected a priori, we may either 
require unrealistic sampling or sacrifice the power o f a studv to detect trends in 
either direction. In their prospective power analysis, Ziehnski and Stauffer ( 1996) 
estimated that if maintaining power and t}/pe I error probability- was desirable, using 
a two-tailed versus a one-tailed test o f hypotheses would require sample sizes 20- 
50% greater. Unfortunately, given the uncertainty- o f success floyving from L Z  
implementation we would likelv need to test for trends in both directions.
However, it may be advisable to design a larger studv encompassing short term 
studies that detect only- downward trends eŷ ery- couple o f y ears, y\ ith high poy\ cr, 
and a simultaneous long term saidy to detect trends in both directions.
Advanced Statistical Thoughts
N n r Decision Rules for Bnlnncinri Type I  and Type I I  Errors 
Several authors hay-e suggested resetting the critical probabilities o f ty pe I 
error and ty^pe II error relatiy-e to the costs thev yy^ould invofoe for management. 
Com m itting a type II error could lead to an erroneous opinion o f habitat 
conseiwation benefits. I remind the reader that since LZs are expected to improve 
grizzfo bear habitat, the hy potheses used to test LZs may- be inverted compared to 
traditional imperiled-species m onitoring studies. I f  this is a serious source of 
confusion yy-hile reading, then I recommend referencing Zielinsld and Stauffer
( 1996), M apstone (1995), Tavlor and Gerrodette (1993), and Thomas and Tavlor 
(1990).
As mentioned above, scientific reporting convention has been to set alpha at a 
maximum o f 0.05 and let type 11 probabihtv error float. This conventional decision 
rule does not reflect the actual costs that com m itting these errors can create. 
Com m itting a type 1 error in grizzly bear m onitoring could mean that our anal vs is 
forces us to decide that there is an effect when in actualité" none exists. Whereas, 
com m itting a type 11 error could mean that we proceed v ith the belief that there has 
been no positive habitat effect even though one really exists. Type 11 error might 
therefore lead to canceling conseiwation measures (e.g., LZ protections) 
misperceived as unwarranted. If  we did proceed down a path based on the decision 
made by conventional statistical analysis we ma\- need to make \ erv expensive 
corrections in the future based on legislative directhcs (ESA, etc.).
Given that com m itting type 11 error may be more costlv than com m itting a 
type 1 error in grizzlv bear monitoring, it is advisable to depart from convention and 
create new decision rules for statistical significance. Mapstone (1995) suggested that 
a preliminaiy investigation should be conducted to assess the costs o f com m itting 
botla t\'pe 1 and type 11 errors. The economic analvsis o f these costs is still largely 
tmdeveloped. Depending on how the stud\' is designed, com m itting each tx pe error 
can lead to major changes in an area, resultant from sa\- local extirpation or triggered 
legislative directh es. Techniques to assign \ alue to biodiversitv, species persistence.
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siistainable economies, etc., must attempt to sum all stake holder’s projections ot 
these values. Although contingent \ aluation surveys and other instruments are 
helpful to develop these economic comparisons, 'apples and oranges’ are often being 
compared. Techniques for assessing the various costs o f each r\pe error in the Swan 
Valley would require creati\atv and should be reviewed bv the public before 
proceeding
Given that some satisfactory comparison can be made, M apstone’s next step is 
to set the ratio o f  critical type I and type II errors to reflect this cost ratio. This new 
set o f decision rules would be more balanced in its attention to both error t\p c  
probabilities (Mapstone 1995). Designing a 'Mapstone approach’ for the Swan 
Valley is a large project in itself and beyond the scope o f this document. However, 
one can imagine tiiat if the costs o f type II error for a future studv invoh'cd the non- 
detectabilitv o f  a Swan Valley grizzly bear extirpation (and an expensi\e subsequent 
réintroduction), this could easilv alter the preferable balance o f t\ pe I and type II 
error probabilities. For example, extirpation o f the grizzly bear in the Mission 
M ountains would likely invoke a length\' and costh' government (USFWS) EIS 
process, reviewing the options for a réintroduction.
Bayesian Approaches 
The inferential statistics almost alw aws used in scientific reporting are labeled 
classical statistics. They have become so standard that journal editors will often
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require their application to studies in order to approve articles for publication, e\ en 
when they m ight not be appropriate (H urlbert 1984). Another realm o f statistics 
also exists, called Bayesian statistics. Although in-depth discussion o f these 
techniques is beyond the scope o f this project, the manner in which they differ from 
traditional statistics is worth mention. Bayesian statistics derive smaller confidence 
limits boimding vital rate estimates by combining the results o f a gi\ en study 
(likelihood function) with prior loiowledge from previous studies. While the 
classical statistician would relv on the likelihood function alone, the Bavcsian 
statistician multiplies the likelihood function with the prior function to obtain a 
posterior function. The posterior function is in\ erselv weighted by the variance o f 
the multiple components, helping to represent the precision o f each study ( Johnson 
1977).
Probably the greatest advantage o f Bayesian analysis is that a priori Icnowledge 
o f  non-negative values can help constrain the confidence intervals. For example, if 
we obtained a low figure for grizzly bear densit\\ then the normal distribution 
around that mean would likely extend into negative values. We can be certain that 
these negative values are not time in the stud)' area. Therefore, we can reduce the 
confidence interval o f our parameter estimates. Efron and Morris (1973) have 
discussed different mechanisms for combining the results o f a given study with n 
priori information to allow additional control over die weighting o f factors 
contributing to the posterior function. The use o f Bayesian statistics mat' be most
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appropriate for a long-term study o f LZs, however, it may be im portant to reject a 
contribution from studies w hich either did not report error rates or that w ere 
conducted prior to a major change on the landscape, such as the introduction o f new 
consen ation measures.
Additional Question Considerations
Sensitivity analysis
Sensith'ity analysis o f vital rates can be used to determine which age and sex 
class individuals should be the focus o f grizzly bear research. Sc\ cral biologists ha\ e 
attem pted to develop techniques that rank the multiple vital rate parameters, which 
contribute to estimation o f the finite rate o f growth. The techniques wxiy in their 
teclmical details, but the\' all attempt to highlight which parameter value makes the 
largest proportional impact on the finite rate o f grow^th. I f  the most elastic parameter 
value (e.g., subadult mortaliw) can be ascertained then efforts can be made to alter 
and m onitor this rate and increase the population finite rate o f growth. Some 
grizzh^ bear studies indicate that adult suiwi\ al has more influence than sub-adult 
sur\d\^al on population finite rate o f grow^th. They also suggest that reproducti\ c 
parameters lie in between these two survival parameters in terms o f proportional 
contribution to the finite rate o f growth (Eberhardt et al. 1994). This is additional 
justification for attem pting a study that can accurateh' measure how LZs affect all 
\ita l rates, especially adult grizzly bear sunm al and reproductiv e rates.
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Strong inference
Strong inference involves the simultaneous testing o f multiple hvpotheses. 
This may allow a researcher to cull more information from a capture or m onitoring 
effort than would normally be gleaned from a single hypothetical-deducti\ c exercise. 
Strong inference can prom ote a clearer understanding o f all the variables that ma\' be 
acting w ithin and upon grizzly bear populations, using little additional effort. Gi\ en 
that L Z  studies are likely to be examining a small number o f bears, strong inference 
seems to make the most productive use o f an\" intrusive m onitoring effort.
The Questions
M any sub-questions could be envisioned to test the hypothesis that LZs 
protect bears in low elevation habitat and conserv e an isolated grizzly bear 
population facing severe htmian caused mortality risks. Following the guidance o f 
m\" committee I have selected the following three ideal sub-questions, to show their 
limitations in a real landscape:
1. Does reducing road density and logging acti\ity appear to increase bear
nmubers/usage in the linkage zones >
2. D o grizzlies have higher numbers/usage in linkage zones than would be 
randomly expected?
3. D o grizzly bears have a higher suni\^al in linkage zones?
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Together the answers to these three different questions should test a hypothesis 
concerning the effectiveness o f LZs to grizzh' bears. Taken in turn, the benefits and 
challenges o f  each are described.
Question 1 investigates the relative abundance o f grizzlv bears within LZs. It 
relies upon two assumptions. The first assumption is founded in the majoritv o f 
grizzly bear research, that roads and timber hart-^esting activities reduce the qualit\' o f 
bear habitat and increase bear mortality' (Mattson 1998, 1996; Mace et al. 1996; 
M attson 1992, 1990; McLellan & Shacldeton 1989, 1988; Meagher & Fowler 
1989; Craighead et al. 1982; Knight et al. 1988). Mace et al. (1999) reported that 
resource selection probability function values increased as road densitv decreased in 
the Swan M ountain Range. Waller (1992) in\estigated the effects o f cutting imits 
on Swan M ountain grizzly bear utilization, within 95% conx'cx polvgon home 
ranges, and found mixed results. Mace et al. (1999) also reported that female Swan 
M ountain grizzly bears were '"significanth" and negati\ elv associated with increasing 
densities o f all roads and presence o f high-impact human activ ity points.” In another 
recent studv. Waller and Mace (1997) reported that Swan M oimtain grizzly bears 
used cutting imits, within 95% convex polygon home ranges, less than expected 
during spring and fall seasons, and more than expected in the summer.
The second assumption is that the SVGBGA actually reduces logging and 
road density in the linkage zones. The prêtions lack o f annual m onitoring reports, 
which were mandated by the S\'G BCA , is a major problem because it prevents
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comfortablv reiving on this assumption. Furthermore, the lack o f clarity in the 
SVGBCA regarding standards for assessing the amount o f logging related activities 
is an additional problem. Clarifying measures to quantif}' these reductions in human 
disturbance on the landscape is the first step in drawing any correlation between 
linkage zone protections and bear population abundance /  usage. Testing question 1 
would require advanced loiowledge o f timber haiwesting plans and would therefore 
require the full cooperation o f any private and public timber-haiwesting managers. 
Plum Creek Tim ber Compani' is \'en ’ acti\ e in collecting data to improve their forest 
m anagement activities. They maintain a comprehensii e database o f roads in the 
Swan Valley. They probablv also have the best available aerial photographs. The 
Swan Ecosystem Center, a non-profit c o o p é ra tif  organization that bridges 
management action with public input in the Swan Valle\\ is another good source o f 
inform ation for conducting this studw This group is currenth' conducting a Swan 
Valley Landscape Analysis project. This project should provide a comprehensive 
assemblage o f all existing and desirable spatial information for the Sw^an Valley 
w ithin four vears (CIS, satellite, wildlife monitoring, etc.) I f  this m onitoring is 
completed and we can quantitati\ eh' measure these reductions, then we must reach 
consensus o f the best way to measure bear numbers must be attained.
It is im portant to consider how bear ntuubers should be counted. I believe 
that bear numbers should be defined as size o f the population between the two 
ridges that contain the Swan \''allev, during breeding season. In either case, it must
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be decided whether we are asking if bear numbers respond to either specific or 
overall reductions in linkage zone road densitv and logging. The S\"GBCA 
incorporates a rotation plan to manage roads and timber harvest in grizzly bear 
m anagement subunits that might facilitate or hinder answering this question, based 
on its timeframe relative to a studv timeframe. If  one attempts the more ambitious 
model o f  how specific reductions in logging and road densin^ affect bear numbers, 
we need to use a more extensive form o f compositional aiaah sis (telemetiy-based). It 
w ould be needed because few if anv bears will spend all o f their time completeh' 
inside or outside o f a linlcage zone. Therefore, we would need to determine how 
grizzly bears are using the various habitat components inside LZs relati\ e to their 
proximity to roads and timber activities. Typical wealcnesses o f compositional 
analysis, such as discerning between use and preference and defining a study area are 
described above and in the "techniques’ chapter. The largest obstacle would be 
obtaining a sufficientlv large sample size o f grizzly bears to answer this question. 
Sample sizes o f 15 and 20 are suggested as m inimum thresholds to make an}' 
statisticallv valid statements (Pollock et al. 1989). This sampling requirement would 
mean that nearh' all o f the bears using the Swan Valiev would need to be collared. 
Additional problems include sampling replicabiltv, a lack o f a reference or control 
population, and environmental stochasticit}' acting as non-demonic intmsions via 
v ariability in landscape covariates. However, GPS telemetr}' would likeL be the best 
available technique for resolving the usage portion o f this question. It would give us
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the m ost frequent and precise sampling option for the limited num ber o f bears 
observable in the Sw^an Valley. However, GPS collar data can only prov ide 
information for a limited number o f bears, preventing determination o f relative 
abundance inside and outside LZs. Therefore another technique would also be 
needed, for example D N A  mark, to derive this relati\ e abundance.
I f  a decision is made instead to test only whether the aggregate L Z  road 
density and logging reductions are increasing bear numbers, then set^eral m onitoring 
options exist. Relative abundance can be assessed with bait or scent lure techniques 
such as: D N A  hair snagging, remote cameras, sign sun e\'s, or obseiwation 
techniques. Costs and statistical inference capabilities are highest for telemetn- 
techniques and less for less intrusive methods. As the researcher moves from 
population estimators to indices she loses the abilitv to complement her estimates 
witla confidence intervals which makes error reporting impossible.
Any answer to this question would also benefit from a long-term m onitoring 
effort to determine within versus among vear variation in proximity to roads and 
logging operations in LZs. Given that most Swan Valley home ranges envelop LZs, 
anyone attem pting to answer question 1 w ith statistical integrit)', accepting its 
limitations, would probably want to acquire expensive satellite imageiy, and GPS 
collars, maldng a large budget a necessity. The need to recapture bears to re-collar 
them  V ith current GPS collars would also markedlv increase the level o f disturbance 
to grizzlv bears, possibly risking injurv or elevated lev els o f mortalitv. Additionallv,
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if this annual capture program is required for a long-term study, tlien noeel 
attractants will be needed to trap bears.
Question 2 is very similar to question 1 and it explores the am ount o f time 
grizzh' bears spend in LZs compared to LZ  relative abundance on the landscape. It 
is another relative abundance question, similar to question 1, this time addressing 
the entire valley or study area housing the LZs. Using random expectations would 
be extremely helpful in assessing L Z  value for a homogenous landscape. How c\ er, 
the confounding with the L Z  design model, environmental stochasticity and 
variability in human-caused mortalité' threats ( threats not managed bv die 
SVGBCA) described above are especiallv troublesome for this question. I t mav be 
possible to overcome this problem if we trust that we can rank habitat value from a 
bear’s eye view (i.e., a more complex model similar to an LZP model). This requires 
a leap o f  faith in the scientific community, one that will make man\' scientists 
uncomfortable. Using a capture grid, either D NA or photographic grids or some 
com bination o f the two ma\- allow one to answer this question. However, the size o f 
any grid would still be smaller than mean adult grizzly home ranges in the area.
Also, a large grid could only be logisticallv maintained by a vert' large stud\'-team for 
a short period o f time. I f  the grid is set for limited time period then the information 
it vields regarding use o f the LZs will be limited to that time period. Likewise, a 
track suix'C)’ o f die area would be limited to the times o f the year when climatic 
conditions allow for tracking with consistent identification probabilities. So here
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again we find that GPS collars on all bears ma\' be the preferred technique to answer 
question 2, although obtaining a large sample size would again be difficult and if 
possible it would be extremely invasive to grizzh' bears. Another problem with all 
telemetr}' efforts to answer question is that captured and subsequentlv anesthetized 
grizzly bears may experience higher mortalité' rates than non-research-trapped bears 
2 (affecting abundance comparisons). Mace and Waller (1997) during the course o f  
their grizzly bear capture program (50 grizzh' capture from 1987-1996) classified 
one death as a research death, where a one-^ ear-old bear was lulled soon after it was 
successfully released. Another grizzlv was shot illegalh' by a hunter w hile in a 
research snare. This translates into a range o f 2-4% direct capture related moralité'. 
Injury can also affect captured bears. An increase in mortality probability for 
research-trapped bears causes two problems. First, it has the potential to outweigh 
any differences in abundance rates inside and outside LZs. Second, it can reduce the 
size o f the future population available for sampling and recoven'.
Question 3 compares survival rates inside and outside LZs. This information 
could be indicative o f  the status o f non-LZ areas, demonstrating whether they seiwe 
as sinlcs in a 'source-sink landscape’ (Doalc 1995). Answering question 3 will be \ en ' 
challenging because grizzly bears use habitat and face mortality risks both inside and 
outside LZs. In  order to control for dais, bears w ould need to be m onitored inside 
LZs, outside LZs, and in undisturbed control areas, such as the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness complex. It would also be necessaii' to pair the anaotmt o f time spent in
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LZs with survival rates to develop usable information. This is not easv to do in a 
statistically rigorous manner. I t appears that GPS collar telem etn' results may 
provide our best vantage into the amount o f time spent inside and outside LZs. 
W ithout hourly or bi-hourh' sampling, confidence in estimates o f time spent inside 
the L Z  is quicldy lost. However, problems o f collaring enough individuals from 
each age/sex class o f each o f the two populations (Swan \^allev and control ) for long 
enough periods to understand demographicalh -specific survival rates for these long 
lived species (20 years) will be problematic. The expense and weight o f collars are 
also both im portant limitations in anv proposed study. Concerns o f altering survi\'al 
rates w ith a capture program must be raised here as well. For these reasons, we may 
w ant to consider using D NA techniques instead to answer question 3. While this 
technique may be less costly (given that we use at least 7 independent loci for D N A  
identification) it would certainh" be less dism ptiw  to local grizzlv bears o\'cr the 
course o f  a long-term study. The application o f D NA techniques to answer question 
3 will likely encounter other problems. For example, the diminishing scent 
attractiveness o f snagging station discussed above may cause problems for a long­
term  study, and long-term reliance on several land owners/managers may cause 
additional problems. The USGS (1998 ) is currently using an eight-kilometer-square 
grid across several land ownerships farther to the north in the N CD E. Results from 
that study could prove extremely valuable in evaluating the promise o f DNA 
techniques to answer question 3. Beyond the obvious pros and cons o f  these
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questions, the statistical realities for sampling and anah sis also limits each one, as 
described earlier in this chapter.
The Big Picture
The variet}^ o f challenges presented in this chapter ma\- seem o\ eru helming 
to ang researcher considering a LZ  studw All potential methodologies should be 
checked with the above sampling and statistical analysis limitations to develop 
reasonable expectations for study findings. Grizzh' bear biolog\' alone presents 
plenty o f challenges to research techniques. In addition, several large landscape 
problems like the lack o f controls, confoimding with a design model and landscape 
variables, an open population, the inabilit\- to replicate, and small sample sizes, 
severely impinge upon any researcher’s ability to conduct a statisticalh'-sound L Z  
study.
It should be expected that an\' LZ-m onitoring researcher w ill ha\^e a battle 
defending her findings gi\ en all the challenges mentioned here. It is also im portant 
to remember that research efforts come at a cost to both bears and taxpayers. For 
both these reasons the focus o f an}' grizzh' bear stud\' should be to conduct 
simulations w ith data that we can reasonabh' expect w ould be garnered using each o f 
the techniques described in the pres ious chapter. This process invoh es generating 
reasonable expectations for data through the re\'iew o f studies using selected 
techniques. Bv incorporating tremendous e ariation o f inputs that reflect data
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collection possibilities a prospective simulation model can provide upper and low er 
bounded expectations for real estimates. W ork bv consenation biologists has 
recently focused on this simulation work as a means o f predicting the usefulness o f 
future ecological studies, see Mills et al. (1999), Boulanger (1997), Zielinski & 
Stauffer (1996), and Kendall et al. ( 1992). Bv conducting this simulation process, 
an agency such as the USFWS could acquire feedback on what le\ els o f power and 
confidence will satisfy stakeholders and the public and the study designs required to 
obtain this information. The audience o f the stud\' must be alerted to these 
challenges, and at the same allowed to decide if these qualified findings will warrant 
a research experiment. Unfbrtunateh', this task is easier suggested than actually 
executed by a federal agencw The time, personnel, and budget required to perform 
environmental impact analyses for proposed studies, with public comment periods, 
may prevent a study from happening within tw^o vears.
CHAPTER V 
Applying the General Review to the Swan Valley to select a Study Design
Swan Landscape Problems 
This case study illustrates the multitude o f challenges to evaluating LZs 
designed to promote recoveiT in a real landscape. One unfortunate situation in the 
Swan Valley is the lack o f demographic grizzlv bear m onitoring prior to the 
im plementation o f LZs. This problem o f not having a 'before and aftcL option 
available creates the need to evaluate the population based on the assumption that 
any future benefits are at least in part due to L Z  protections. Attempts to collect 
this information in areas slated for future LZs are strongh'^ encouraged, as they will 
provide a necessary temporal control. How ew r, the Swan Valiev likely differs from 
areas that would be designated as LZs in the future. The Swan \"alley has always 
maintained a population o f grizzh bears that use low elevation areas. The intent o f 
the SVGBCA LZs is to maintain connectivity. This differs from future areas, where 
LZs would likely be protected to encourage demographic restoration through the 
recolonization and dispersal o f grizzly bears dtrough low-elevation areas from 
existing source areas.
A nother control problem exists in the Swan \^allev. The home ranges o f the local 
grizzlies are much larger than a size that would allow researchers to study the 
patches connected to the remainder o f the N C D E with LZs as discrete populations.
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Bears spend time both inside and outside LZs. Been if w e did ha\ e the 
convenience o f this feature for a future stud\\ Nicholls and Margules (1991) and 
Inglis and Underwood (1992) have found that se\ eral obstacles that would still 
prevent solid studies and statistical analyses. These home range sizes will also violate 
assumptions o f a closed population for studies that endure through a full active 
season. Due to these problems in the Swan Valley, ŵ e need to be to clear that we 
can not perfectly differentiate the value o f habitat eonseiwation measure made in LZs 
and those made simultaneously in the remainder o f the \ allev or in the patches in the 
moiuatains beyond the ends o f these LZs.
The SVGBCA operates on a rotating timber management /  road closure 
system. This allows flexibility to keep the operations o f SVGBCA partners, namely 
Plum Creek Timber Company L.P. profitable. The L'SFWS argued that w ithout 
this flexibility the Swan Valiev would be quicldv be subdhided, dissolving grizzU 
bear habitat abundance and quality very rapidly. The challenge to anv future 
m onitoring project is to create a stud)' design that observes and incorporates this 
dy namic timber management program w here only 4 o f 11 Bear M anagement Units 
subimits can be active at anv one time. And each subunit must lie fallow^ for at least 
3 )'cars. This w ill complicate the statistical anah sis o f any m onitoring project, even 
when each rotation w'ith new' roads and timber management acth ities is full)' 
anticipated. I f  a disconnect between the m onitoring team and the tim ber planners 
develops, o r timber management becomes contingent on interest rates (discoimt
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rates), as is often the case for natural resource management, then an expensiv e study 
would surely suffer. This leads to three options. First, one can aclcnowledge this 
source o f error and work closely with timber plamiers to dev elop the most informed 
schedule o f harvest activity to incorporate this landscape \ ariation into a grizzly bear 
m onitoring plan. Second, one can accept that specific road densities and tiiuber 
harvesting levels will vary, and draw correlation between grizzlv bear m onitoring 
findings and the constant overall parameters listed in the SVGBCA. This will 
weaken the correlation because specific disturbance reductions will not be assessed. 
Finally, one could admit that this rotational basis is vet another factor that will 
decimate the power o f any proposed stud\\ If  power is reduced already' because o f 
sampling issues, this further reduction in power mav strengthen the argiuuent that 
the best we can realh' do for m onitoring is to reh' on indices.
Public /  Mminrfcinent Notions for Research 
The degree o f  disruption that a future grizzly bear m onitoring research 
project will have on Swan Valley grizzh' bears and other w ildlife certainly needs to 
be contemplated bv land managers and local residents. Although it is impossible to 
fulh' anticipate the impacts o f a given study protocol, consideration using the 
descriptions in Chapter III can provide expectations for general impacts o f  all 
proposed methods. A recovering bear population estimated at 20-30 adults in the 
Mission M ountains could be substantially impacted bv intrusive designs. O n the
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Other hand, all the challenges to developing a statisticalh-sound study design in the 
Swan Valley suggest that intense, intrusive, telemetn' methods ma\" provide the only 
truly valuable information on bear use, abundance and interaction levels resulting 
from L Z  protections. A decision must be made. Is the probabilitv o f this 
population persisting and recovering, given the current habitat status, high enough 
to preclude an intrusive m onitoring study to check on the progress (embedded in 
this question is another question o f how much uncertain tv can we expect am^ Stwin 
Valley m onitoring project to include. ) > If  the answer is yes, (the population appears 
to be recovering), then we should proceed down a similar path as the one we are 
currently on, relying on solely on non-intrusive sign suiweys. This would give us a 
general imderstanding o f grizzh’ bear use patterns at a reasonable cost. I f  the answer 
is no, then we should step up the intensitv o f the m onitoring effort aclcnowledging 
an additive tem poraiy mortalitv risk to the small population. W ith this more 
aggressive m onitoring plan and some good fortune, we could possibly develop solid 
estimates o f  abundance, density, survival rates, reproductive rates and ultimately 
finite rate o f  growths for Swan Valiev grizzly bears, presumabh’ benefiting from  L Z  
protections.
Financial Considerations 
Perhaps the most im portant factor in determining which study technique will 
be used to m onitor Swan \^alley grizzly bears is the a\ ailable funding. A large
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budget for such a project seems warranted considering all the recent discussion ot 
implementing LZs to connect the remnant grizzly population in the lower 48 (e.g. 
The Yellowstone to Yulcon Initiative, The N orthern Rocldes Ecosystem Protection 
Act, and the proposed Bitterroot Réintroduction ( Servheen 1998; Bader 1991; 
M attson et al. 1996). Unfortunately, the budget for this project will likeh" descrease 
under the shrinldng USFWS Grizzlv Bear Recover)^ Project’s budget (Seiwheen pers. 
com). Table 1 describes the various annual costs o f apphing  each o f the techniques 
described in Chapter 111 to the Swan Valley. Currently, tlaere is no estimated budget 
for this project. It is im portant to remember that the size o f the budget is not the 
only factor in selecting die best technique. The expected stability o f this budget also 
needs to be considered. Factors like an impending presidential election vear, a 
possible economic correction, etc. should also be included w hen deri\ing budget 
expectations and selecting methods, especially for long-term studies.
Output- Protocol Selection
The selection o f a m onitoring protocol is the goal o f this apphing  Swan 
X'^allet' case study to the re\iew included in this thesis. The best 1 can do is provide 
guidance, but the final decision should ultimately reh" on partner and public 
decisions. 1 will attem pt to predict these decisions. H ow e\ er, mv outcome 
(asterisked) is only one possible scenario used to illustrate how the choice could be 
made. While a budget mat' appear to limit our choices first and foremost, 1 remind
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the reader that alternative funding mav be available if the other 4 decisions lead to 
the selection o f a technique that has costs bevond the current proposed budget.
Questions o f the Public Used to Determine the Output
Given all the challenges described above to answering each o f these questions, here is 
the first question to answer:
Q l. What exactly do we need to know about the linkage zones?
A. The Swan Valley population is not declining rapidlv towards extinction.
B. The linkage zones lead to an increasing absolute Swan \4tllev population size.
C. An estimate o f the Swan Valley population finite rate o f growth.
D. The linlcage zones lead to an increasing Swan Valley population finite rate o f 
growth.
E. SV population mortality is within acceptable limits to maintain a Stwm \ktUe\' 
population for 50 years.
F. Verification that no inbreeding depression exists in the Swan \^allev population.
G. Swan Valley grizzly bears with a majoritv o f their home range in linkage zones 
have significantly higher surcival rates than Swan Valiev grizzlv bears with a 
minority o f their home range in linkage zones.*
H . H ow  much time do grizzlies using the Swan Valiev spend inside \ ersus outside 
linkage zones.
A pphing  all the limitations discussed in this document to the answer to this 
question will tell us whether we can likel)’ answer our most desirable question with 
aiw statistical integrity. Notice that answering m onitoring questions A and B can be 
done using annual population estimates onlv, while the remainder o f  these questions 
require more intense demographic information, which would invoke more intensit^e 
sampling and more intmsi\'e techniques.
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The second question to answ er:
Q2. How many grizzly bears are we willing to risk behavioral disturbance 
with?
A. 0
B. 50%*
C. 100%
How many grizzly bears are we willing to risk capture injury with?
A. 0%
B. 50%
C. 100%*
This question is very im portant for the public to answer. I f  no bears can be 
behavioi'ally disturbed then we should not do aiw studw Regardless o f what type o f 
study we attem pt, we will certainly affect bears, for example dri\'ing roads and hiking 
trails to maintain a sign suix e\' grid will cumulati\'eh' affect grizzh’ bears. If  we 
decide that we can not only disturb bears, but also risk capture injury to some, then 
more techniques (e.g., telemetri’) can be retained.
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The third question to answer:
Q3. What degree o f confidence do we desire to set as the critical type I and 
type II error probability rates, and which is more important to us?
Type I: A type I error is made when the null hypothesis is rejected even though 
it is true.
Type I is more important, therefore set maximum a at:
1. 5%
2 . 10%
3. 20%
4. 40%
Type II: A type II error is made when the null hypothesis is accepted even 
though it is false, and is termed p:
or Type II is more important, therefore set P at:
5. 5%
6 . 10%
7. 20%*
8. 40%
This question addresses the level o f statistical soundness that is required to 
satisfy the audience o f an}' Swan Valley grizzly bear m onitoring report. Prospective 
power analysis may be able to derive error rate expectations for potential sampling 
regimes. An economic analvsis, such as the one recommended for the Alapstone 
Approach,’ (described above) where estimating the costs o f com m itting these 
\ arious errors informs the answer to this question is also recommended.
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The fourth question to answer:
Q4. How long o f a study do we wish to conduct?
A. 1 vear
B. 2 years
C. 3 \'cars
D. 4 years
E. 5 \'cars
F. 10 years
G. 20 years
Increasing the length o f a stud\' will ha\ e several effects. First, longer 
sampling will incorporate more process variation including environmental 
stochasticity. Longer Swan Valley sampling will also encapsulate \ ariance in 
demographic rates resulting from changes in the 3-year subunit rotational schedule. 
Unfortunately, longer studies also require additional staff and resources, increasing 
their costs.
The final question concerns our Budget.
Q5. Our annual budget is:
A. $5,000
B. $10,000
C. $20,000
D. $40,000
E. $80,000
F. $160,000
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R ecom m ended Swan Valley S tudy M ethodology
Based on the information contained in this document, especially the 
limitations to confidently attributing any detected trends in abundance or \ita l rates 
solely to linkage zone protections, I recommend selecting the following answers to 
the previous questions. We need to know that both, (A) The Swan \'allev 
population is not declining rapidly towards extinction, and (G) Swan \'alley grizzlv 
bears w ith a majority o f their home range in linkage zones bas e significanth’ higher 
survival rates than Swan Valley grizzly bears with a minorit\' their home range in 
linlcage zones. Attempts to answer both o f these questions must embrace the 
uncertainty o f  an\^ future Swan Valley grizzlv bear m onitoring results, based on a 
very small sample size and laclcing a reference (control) population. Answering the 
first question (A) would involve a monitoring study to describe if implementation o f 
the SVGBCA is not leading to a rapid decline o f the Swan \"alle\’ grizzlv bear 
population. Answ ering the second question (G) would require not only survival rate 
inform ation but also compositional analvsis, and it could provide a long-term 
evaluation o f the direct benefits o f the linkage zones.
The first question is not as straightforward as it may appear. All m onitoring 
programs w ill be subject to the multitude o f grizzly bear biolog)^ and sampling 
limitations described in this document. For example, reproductive values \ aiy for 
different age and sex class grizzly bears. This factor alone, makes using future total 
Swan Valley population estimates less informativ e and predictive than m ight be
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desirable. Whichever technique is selected w ould include some sampling bias and it 
would sample the combination o f demographic and deterministic factors affecting 
bear numbers. Human-caused mortality and natural m ortalit\\ will combine with 
t}^pical variability in grizzlv bear vital rates each subsequent vear to determine the 
future numbers o f grizzly bears in the Swan Valley. Therefore, the best wav to 
evaluate the probability o f a rapid decline is bw using not onlv  ̂actual population 
estimates or finite rate o f growth (lambda) estimates but also their confidence 
intervals. The standard deviation and skew o f the confidence inten als will \icld 
valuable information regarding the precision o f anv estimates. A manager should 
consider what percentage o f a given population estimate or finite rate o f growth 
estimate’s confidence inter\al (e.g., 95% ), from monitoring results, lies on either 
side o f a lambda o f 1.0. This confidence inten^al-based approach would alleviate the 
need to focus on point estimates, which are criticized above.
Although several factors will influence a researcher’s ability to define a ‘rapid 
decline’, some quantitative definition must be generated before a m onitoring study is 
undertaken. A ‘rapid decline’ could be obseiwed in three wavs. The first tw o rely on 
population estimates and the last relies on a finite rate o f growth estimate. First, 
future total Swan Valiev population estimates (reported whth confidence in ten als) 
m ight indicate that Swan Valley grizzly bears are suffering higher than ‘natural’ levels 
o f mortality, leading to lower absolute numbers. Secondly more detailed 
population estimates may suggest a changing age and sex class distribution o f the
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s.Swan Valiev population, which would likely lead to a rapid decline in bear niunbei 
Consider that the total population numbers mav remain stable in the short-term, 
although adult female Swan Valley grizzlies (with possibh' the greatest influence on 
population finite rate o f growth (Eberhardt et al. 1994)), could experience 
unnaturally high levels o f mortality, leading to decreasing future numbers o f 
grizzlies.
AlternativeK', a finite rate o f grow th estimate with confidence inteiwals could 
be obtained using a Leslie matrix approach, which incorporates survi\'al and 
reproductive rates. This finite rate o f growth approach (with confidence inteiwals), 
which requires more intensive data collection, could then be compared to hiaturaf 
levels o f variability in the N C D E grizzlv bears’ finite rate o f growth. The problem 
w ith all o f  these definitions is their dependence on a comparison with some ‘naturaf 
level o f survival or mortalitv. Since no systematic m onitoring has been conducted to 
date in the Swan Valley, a researcher would be forced to use a reference population, 
such as the nearby Swan M ountain population -  South Eork Project data. Problems 
w ith defining and using a reference population are described above, and include the 
fact that currenth" no comprehensive m onitoring data is available for the entire 
N C D E  grizzly bear population (Mace and Waller 1997). Howe\"er, even by using 
telem etn ' m onitoring techniques on 29 female grizzlv bears in the Sw'an M ountains, 
Mace and Waller (1998) derived a finite rate o f grow th estimate o f 0.977 w ith a 
95% confidence interval that ranged broadly from 0.875 to 1.046. This estimate was
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then used in a com puter simulation to deri\ e probabilities that the population is 
decreasing (69% ), stable to increasing (31%) or increasing (27%). Assuming that 
there are currently between 15 and 40 grizzly bears using the Swan \%lley during 
the spring, one m ight expect two future scenarios. First, the small num ber o f females 
that could be sampled to obtain vital rate data needed for a finite rate o f grow th 
estimate, would yield a much wider confidence inteiwal than Mace and Waller’s 
South Fork Project. This will likely prevent a researcher from confidently ascribing a 
population trend to the Swan Valle}' population. Secondh', ‘naturaf mortalit}' rates 
for Swan Valley bears would lead to some annual mortalit}'. By using 95% 
confidence interval extremes for mortalité' rates from Swan M ountain grizzh' bears 
(the most proximate population with available data), one could develop expectations 
for annual mortality figures for the bears using the Swan Valley. W ith a total 
mortality rate estimate o f 13.62 and with extreme confidence inteiwal x alues o f the 
total mortalitv estimate ranging from 8.52 tol8.44% (M ace & Waller 1998) one 
would expect that these mortalitv rates m ight lead to the death o f 1 to 8 o f these 15 
to 40 bears each year. One swould also expect that the effect these mortalities would 
have on the Swan Valley population should be naturall}' mediated b}' new cubs 
surviving through each vear. However, as part o f this total mortalit}', the human- 
caused mortality rate was estimated at 7.33%, with confidence inteiwals ranging 
from 3.42 to 12.90% (Mace & Waller 1998), which suggests that hum an influences 
m ight lead to half o f these 1 to 8 bears d}'ing annualh’. Therefore, one would not
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expect natural reproduction to annually replenish all o f the populations losses due to 
hum an influences.
After determining which technique will be used to ascertain a rapid decline, 
setting an apparent threshold or yardstick o f decline, which triggers management 
review o f the Swan Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement mles must be 
accomplished. Typically, a 4 percent allowable mortalitt^ limit is applied to each 
grizzly bear recover)^ area’s (3-year summation) females with cubs-of-the-vcar 
calculation (USFWS 1993). This figure is used to prevent grizzly bears, with slow 
reproductive rates from declining rapidlv. While a 4 percent annual decrease in 
estimated population may, in the opinion o f some, be too risk\^ for a 'threatened’ 
species w ith a very low reproductive rate, it mas' also be too small to detect w ith 
available m onitoring techniques. For example, sign sun  ev sampling ma^- only be 
capable o f detecting a 20 percent annual decline (Kendall et al. 1992). M ore 
intrusive techniques with aggressive capture programs and Leslie matrix-based finite 
rate o f grow th estimates may be able to detect a decline in numbers between these 
two figures (4-20%). Additionally, telemetiy m onitoring mav allow iiwestigation 
into the causes o f bear m ortality  For example, Mace and Waller ( 1998) evaluated 
91% o f mortality causes during the course o f their South Fork Telemetiw Project. Bv 
determ ining how' many bear deaths appear to be human caused one could gain a 
better understanding o f the value o f SVGBCA protections.
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Ultimately, the determination that the population is declining will depend on 
estimates derived from several o f these methods and interpretation o f the results in 
light o f  certain decision rules. I f  conservation o f the grizzly is the ultimate goal o f 
the SVGBCA and its linkage zones, then management rules should be review cd 
when a decline is likely to be occurring. Decline mav not be detectable within 
standard statistical methods until it has reached a proportion from which the bears 
cannot recover. As a result, if point estimates o f adult mortalité' levels rise abo\ e 
those observed in the South Fork population, or the estimated finite rate o f growth 
has 95% confidence intervals that include a distribution o f sa\' 30% or more o f  the 
potential error below 1.0; then management standards should be revisited. O ther 
combinations o f  these factors, such as an obsen ed marked future reduction in the 
use o f low-elevation spring habitat, could also warrant resiew o f conseiwation area 
and linlcage zone management. These yardsticks are suggested, how/ever, as a way o f 
dealing w ith uncertainty in the management o f small populations with slow 
reproduction. Uncertainty should not prevent taking action, but should enter into 
the consideration o f  whether to continue or alter management standards in the face 
o f multiple indicators o f decline, even when these indicators are lacldng traditional 
statistical significance.
M oving on w ith the remainder o f recommended answers, researchers should 
risk injun' to only 50% o f the Sw^an Valley grizzly bears, but can behaviorally disturb 
all if necessan’. This would allow researchers to collar the recommended m inim um
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num ber o f bears during a monitoring study. I think that the maximum probability 
o f a com m itting a type II error for studies answering questions (A) and (G) should 
be set around 20%. This would create studies that have an estimated 80 percent 
probability o f detecting a decreasing trend and difference due to linkage zone 
treatm ent effect, respectively. Researchers should conduct a tw ent\-year Swan 
Valley project to adequately sample process variation (en\ ironmental and temporal 
stochasticity). This combination o f answers leads me to recommend the selection o f 
an annual background two-tailed, non-intrusive sign suix^ey (spring and fall) or 
minimum count, with additional GPS telemetix' collars, and a large D N A  hair- 
snagging grid for the three intense study periods, with one-tailed tests. These intense 
sessions should include spring season D NA studies, with 3, overlapping 2-vear 
intense GPS telemetiy studies at the beginning (years 1-2), midwa\' point (\xars 10- 
I I )  and end (years 19-20). That way each will be separated by eight \ ears to create 
high power to detect a decreasing trend in the S \ ' population, corroborating the 
results o f the annual sign sun cn -based trends. By designing a multiple-stage study a 
researcher can use both open and closed models to determine abundance trends, and 
vital rates needed to model the finite rate o f growth to answer question (A). Use o f 
GPS collars (with adequate sample sizes) in conjunction with D N A  hair snagging 
w ill allow the compositional analyses necessaiT to answer question (G). This study 
protocol should give the best chance o f detecting a rapid decline in Swan \^alle\' bear 
numbers while concurrently answering the three ideal questions, described above in
II!
chapter IV, that can collectively assess the effectiveness o f linkage zones. In 
conclusion, I most strongly urge that the questions (Q I-Q 5) used to arrix c at my 
suggestions be used in a mix o f partner and public forums to ultimately select study 
techniques and a sampling protocol.
CHAPTER VI 
Management Recommendations for Implementing Study Protocol
Certain suggestions are made no m atter whiche\^er stud\' design is selected for 
m onitoring grizzly bears in the Swan Valiev. They are intended to improve the 
efficiency o f the selected study design, increase the comparability to otlier grizzh' 
population studies, maintain public support for grizzh" recoven" and lea\ e options 
open for intensifying m onitoring efforts in the future.
Public Support
The value o f public support cannot be overstated for grizzh" bear recoveiy. 
People are increasing their presence annually in grizzh" bear countiy. Grizzly bears 
are living on both public and private lands. The agencies that protect their habitat, 
enforce bear protection, and conduct bear studies are all publich" funded.
M aintaining public support is therefore tantam ount to successful grizzly bear 
conservation. A lthough the public will never understand all the ramifications o f 
habitat conseiwation measures and m onitoring projects, it is im portant to make 
strong efforts to explain them. We should embrace the tmcertaintx" inherent in an\" 
future m onitoring program. Uncertainty" from the application o f various techniques 
in a real landscape needs to be reported with any" m onitoring results.
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This open approach o f reporting may tend to reduce public support in the short­
term, but it will pav off with respect in the long-term. If  we lose public support for 
bear recovery, then we will lose grizzly bears in the lower 48!
Several steps should be taken to maintain public support when m onitoring 
grizzly bears. H um an mortality needs to be prioritized over grizzly bear suiwival. I f  
people feel that their lives are not valued as much as bear lives, they will immediately 
stop supporting bear recovery. All area closures for bear habitat security need to be 
clearly demarcated and explained to the public. A reasonable timeframe for the 
closure should also be posted for temporary closures. The public should be given 
the opportunity to share their ideas about grizzly bear management, especially in 
closure areas. The public opinion should be solicited and included in all decisions 
about what m onitoring plan to pursue. Fortunateh , a mechanism to incorporate 
public opinion is already in place in the Swan Valley. The Swan Ecosystem Center, 
a Condon-based non-profit organization, was developed for just this purpose.
Finally, all information that does not sacrifice the security o f individual bears should 
be released to the public immediately upon preparation, as described below.
Database Management / Information Availability
International database management has been touted by Canadian bear 
biologists as a necessary step in grizzlv bear conservation (Boulanger 1998; W oods 
et al. 1997). All marks, natural and artificial that permanently label bears should be
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recorded in a standardized database. This database should include all relet^ant 
findings for these bears, including biographical information, capture histories, 
estimated home range, etc. This geographic information contained in each bears file 
should be available only to people at risk o f danger or scientists incorporating this 
data into their own studies. This is to prevent inappropriate information disclosure, 
which could potentially lead to bear deaths or high levels o f disturbance o f dicse 
charismatic but dangerous mega-fatma.
The future m onitoring project should malce all quantitati\ e information, and 
the techniques used for collecting this data available, available over the world wide 
web. This is being done for several other studies, and it leads to two desirable 
consequences. Public moral and financial support is garnered. Researchers battling 
w ith similar challenges around the globe will be able to quicldv find text and analysis 
which will help them  select the most appropriate techniques for their study area /  
population.
Ancillary Information Collection
The collection o f  additional habitat information should be actively pursued. 
N ew  satellites with continuous improvements in spatial and spectral resolution are 
continually being latmched. These will defmiteh' be a good source o f habitat 
information. Fortunately, as m entioned above the Swan Ecosystem Center will be
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collecting all available spatial information for the Swan Valley. In addition, all 
anecdotal data that can be collected in efforts incidental to any demographic study 
will help expand our understanding o f existing patterns o f behavior and habitat 
selection.
Simulations and Diffusion Models
The use o f simulation and diffusion models has been described recenth' b\' 
several bear biologists. Prospective use o f these models accomplishes two previously 
m entioned goals. First, it would help scientists design sampling regimes adequate to 
test future hypotheses and conduct trend monitoring. Second, it would also be ven' 
interesting to compare to actual field data for testing purposes. It mav be possible to 
collect information regarding the use o f certain habitat t\^pes inside linkage zones. If  
this valuable information can be collected, then it can be used to test and inform 
diffusion models. Then all future studies attem pting to evaluate potential linlcage 
zones, such as those in the N REPA, suggested to comiect all US grizzly bear 
recoven' areas (Bader 1991), would benefit from better diffusion-modeling. A study 
deign evaluating the SVGBCA linlcage zones could also test the prediction abilities 
o f a diffusion model applied to the Swan Valley. For example, Boone and H unter 
(1996) developed a model that broke a potential linkage zone, between the G YE and 
N O D E populations, into cells and assigned permeability' values to each cell. Realistic 
length grizzly bear movements through ranked cells were then simulated using
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random selection from 8 possible directions (Boone & H unter 1996). I f  these 
models are eventually proven to perform well, thev mav et entually allow us to malce 
accurate statements about grizzly bear populations and their anticipated dispersal 
patterns in the future, w ithout imparting zny  disturbance to these wild animals. A 
refined simulation-based model o f increased grizzly bear travel through linkage 
zones, such as the one reported by Boone and H unter (1996) could then more 
realistically be weighed against the economic costs to implement these relatively new 
conservation tools.
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Table 1. A Comparison of Grizzly Bear Study Techniques
Technique Level n f Intrusion Pros Cons Min. Sont pie Size C(tst
Intrusive T echniques  
T elem etrv
R a d i o  1 e l e m e t r v H i g h H a b i t a t  P r e f e r e n c e  S t u d i e s  R i s k  o f  I n j u r y  
S u r v i v a l  /  R e p r o d u c t i v e  I n f o r m a t i o n  
S p a t i a l  I n t e r a c t i o n  S t u d i e s
1 5 - 2 0  b e a r s $ 2 , 0 0 0  b e a r  y e a
C l  P S  T e l e m e t r y H i g h A c c u r a c y  < 1  5  m  
H o u r l y  l o c a t i o n  d a t a
R i s k  o f  I n j u r y  
B a t t e r )  d e m a n d s  m e a n  t h a t  \  o u  
M u s t  c a p t u r e  b e a r s  a n n u a l l y  
L a c k i n g  e a r l y  s p r i n g  d a t a
5  b e a r s $ 4 , 0 0 0  b e a r  \  e a
P h o t o g r a p h i c  D e t e c t i o n  M e d .
N on-ln trusive  Studv Techniques
D N A  T e c h n i q u e s
I n e x p e n s i v e  P r e s e n c e  / A b s e n c e P o o r  I n l o r m a t i o n  w / o u t  m a r k i n g  
D i m i n i s h i n g  v i s i t a t i o n  r a t e s
> 0 $ 1 4 - 3 4 , 0 0 0 /
s e s s i o n
H a i r  S n a g g i n g tvOW I n d i v i d u a l  i d e n t i f i c a t i o n P r o b a b i l i t y  o f  i d e n t i t y $ 4 0 -  6 0 / s a m p l e
S c a t  A n a l y s i s L o w E a s y  s e x u a l  d i s t i n c t i o n S h a d o w  E t T e c t 0 $ 4 0 -  6 0 / s a m p l e
S i e h t i n ü  I n d i c e s
O b s e r v a t i o n s
L o w
L . o w
L o w  c o s t s .  A g g r e g a t i o n - b a s e d  
M i n i m u m  c o u n t s
C o n f u s i o n  w i t h  b l a c k  b e a r s  
E f f o r t  d e p e n d e n t
( ) V a r i a b l e
S i g n  S u r v e y s L o w E n d u r i n g  s a m p l e s V a r i a b i l i t y  o f  s c a t  v o l u m e V a r i a b l e
T r a c k  S u r v e y s L o w P r e s e n c e  / a b s e n c e C o n f u s i o n  w i t h  b l a c k  b e a r s  
L i m i t e d  t r a c k i n g  c o n d i t i o n s
> 0 V a r i a b l e  0 -  
- $ 5 2 , 0 0 0  /  Y e a i
D e n  S i i r v e N  s L o w - H i g h A e r i a l  c e n s u s  a b i l i t i e s I n a b i l i t y  t o  c a l c u l a t e  a r e a  u s e d
b y  d e n n i n g  b e a r s
P o s s i b l e  d i s t u r b a n c e  o f  d e n s
0 M i n  $ 4 , 0 0 0  
( m i n .  1 n i g h t )
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Fig. 1. Swan Valley Locator Map, Western Montana, United States of America
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Fig. 2. Swaii Valley Grizzly Bear Conservation Agreement Linkage Zones
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